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Tories say they’ll never vote Liberal
Former Victoria mayor Peter Pollen 
reacted Friday to a story in The 
Review’s Jan. 16. issue in which Liberal 
candidate Gerry Kristiansen suggested 
“Peter Pollen Tories” might vote for 
him rather than official Tory candidate 
Donald Munro.
“Kristiansen is quoted as saying that 
now the Trudeau issue has been defused,
those disgruntled with Donald Munro 
will 'ote for him,” said Pollen, whe 
once fought Munro unsuccessfully for 
the Tory nomination in Esquimalt- 
Saanich, and has now bought a farm in 
the riding.
“I hope there are a lot of Peter Pollen 
Tories in Greater Victoria and I’m
confident that if there are they will 
realise that Trudeau or his shadow is still 
a major issue.”
Pollen said he was “further confident 
that Peter Pollen Tories will vote for 
Donald.”
Pollen said he hadn’t been asked to 
participate in the current election 
campaign by the Tories.
“I’m tending my garden in Central 
Saanich,” he said.
Asked if he’d consider running for 
mayor of Central Saanich now that Jean 
Butler has stepped down, Pollen replied: 
“Til accept a draft.”
Kristianson, commenting on Pollen’s 
advice to voters to support “Dynamic 
Donald” said: “1 thought he (Pollen)
knew that Donald MacDonald wasn’t 
running this time?” Meanwhile, Sidney 
resident Russ Simpson, 665 Birch, gave 
a wail of protest after he read the story.
Simpson and Frank Norton, 8590 
West Saanich Road, are two people who 
rank as “Peter Pollen Tories” and wish 
it to be known they “have no intention 
of voting any other way than Con­
servative.”
Simpson and Norton were nominaler 
and seconder for Pollen in the 1977 
Pollen/Munro battle for the riding 
nomination.
“Conservatives never go Liberal,” he 
said.
Never?




The annual Kinsmen Mothers’ March 
kicks off this Sunday in a week-long 
fundraising drive for disabled children 
and adults.
However, the drive falter here on the 
peninsula because of a lack of can­
vassers, says Victoria organizer Sheila 
Manifold.
“There’s no co-ordinator in the area 
because the Kinsmen Club in Sidney is 
so small,” she said Monday.
Instead of 12 organizing mothers,
' there are only three in Sidney - Barb 
Matthews (656-2691), Marlene Isdahl 
(656-4131) and Mary Bell (656-5170).
Manifold said because of the shortage 
of canvassers, she has scheduled about a 
dozen marchers to come from Victoria. 
“But we could still stand to have 
another 30 or 40 from the area,” she 
""'-added.,
Those willing to march for Kinsmen 
mothers should contact one of the three 
organizers for the area, or the Victoria 
headquarters (383-1323).
• ^ V j^anifold said-not covered
by door-to-door canvassers will be able" 
to drop off their donations at the Royal 
Bank in Sidney. V
The funds collected will be used for 
the disabled in B.C. — especially for
* technical aids and environmental 
controls.
In the last fiscal year, for example, 
over 1,000 services were provided for 




In a brief presented to North Saanich 
council Monday night. Deep Cove 
marina proposed a general upgrading of 
facilities in return for council’s support 
of an extension to the current water lot 
leases.
The marina is the second in less than 
eight months to request an extension of 
current water leases. Last year council 
turned down a request by Canoe Cove 
Marina for both an extension of its 
water leases and permission to construct 
208 townhouses on adjacent marina 
■'property., ■;, V,. ■■■'
The Deep Cove proposal would in-
■ -'elude:.'''
•A 30 per cent increase in water leases
•Upgrading of; preset v parking
facilities with an room for additional 12
Stranded 
men rescued
Different kind of snowdrop appeared throughout Sidney gardens this week and followed on 
footsteps of namesake that plagued area two weeks ago. Ron Norman Photo
Crazy gold 
prices will 
aid charities It may be too late
Some $11,(X)0 worth of gold will be 
drawn in a raffle Jan. 30 ttrid;proceeds 
will be used for Kiwanis o'.iariticVi
The irony is that when the 12-ouncc 
bar was bought (at $342 an ounce) it was 
worth less than half that amount. If the 
service club sold the bar now it would 
raise more money than through the 
raffle.
But club vice-president Dave 
McDonald says that's the name of the 
game and tickets sold on the bar have 
already netted e.xpenses (about $6,000) 
so the group can't complain.
He pointed out ulMhc funds received 
will be used in the Sidney area for 
service projects. Residents still have a 
fewdaystoget inonthedraw.
VVliat the bullion will be worth by 
noon.I an. 30 is anybody's guess.
Prime Minister Joe Clark won't fund 
Trident but Pierre Trudeau says he will 
if a Liberal government is returned to 
office Feb. 18. And B.C.'.s Finance 
Minister Hugh Curtis was making loud 
and angry noises al the Tories Monday, 
following what he called “the scuttling 
of a hitthly professional and skilled team 
of aircraft Industry workers,..”
TridetU and the protitisc it holds for 
this part of Canada deserves a better 
break, he say.s,
And in a press release Ctirtis hinted at 
possible aid when he said thcUialler 
requited “uigent and careful icview" by 
the provincial government .
But despite a number of champions 
rallying to Trident's cause, the com­
pany's chief executive Jerry Vavnfck 
said J uesday his men arc losing liopc.
may beHelp -- if and when it arrives ■ 
too late.
“Even if the election occurs now and 
even if the Libcials or NDP are in 
control and even if they decide to 
Httpporl us, how long will it be before 
they can spring with tlic money?”
lie said employees' last ray of hope 
from the federal government and Joe 
Clark had disappeared,
Clark's announcement followed on 
the heels of a decision by Roy Hun­
tington, federal rniitistry of industry and 
small business, not to provide federal 
assistance.
I luniingion broke the news to Curtis 
in a phone call .Sunday, following a 
meeting.,with the financeminister on 
.Saturday, arranged at the rcqttest of 
I ory Ml* Don Munro,
Don Phillips, provincial indtisiry and 
small business development minister, 
said Monday Huntington's decision was 
ridiculous. If the Trident plant was in 
Ontario the federal government would 
find no problem in funding it, he said.
Curtis, who throughout the ongoing 
saga of 'I'ridenl, has been fully sup- 
porlive of the company and its aims, 
said the loss of jobs was"devastaling”. 
The type of cmploymeut at the aircraft 
company was"ideal for iliis part of the 
province,” he said.
Vavarak told The ReviewTuesday 
that if the provincial government was 
going to keep Trident afloat until aftcr 
the election the company wotild need $2 
million —• tite sum the federal gover- 
nmenl renaged on.
Two local men were plucked off 
Emory Island last week by a ship from 
the Rescue Co-ordination Centre in 
Esquimau after the small motor on their 
boat broke down.
Gordon Engels of Fernie Island, and 
Pat Sullivan of Johnson Island were 
stranded on the island for more than 
four hours last Wednesday before being 
rescued.
Apparently, the rescue centre located 
the men just a half an hour after they 
had been reported missing, but were 
unable to land anyone on the island due 
to rough weather.
Engels and Sullivan told rescue 
authorities they had started out for 
Emory Island about 9 p.m. Tuesday 
night to hunt for abalone at low tide.
They said they tried to launch their 
boat early the next morning to return 
home when the cord of the seven and a- 
half horse power motor broke off.
They returned to the island and built a 
fire while they waited for help.
Meanwhile, .Sullivan's wife woke up 
about 5:30 a,m. and noticed her 
husband was not ycl back from the trip. 
She phoned local RCMP who in turn 
contacted the rescue co-ordination 
centre.
riie centre dispniched the coast guard 
cutter “Ready” from Comox and 
notified all other private crafts in the 
area of the missing men.
The pair were located about 6 a.m, 
but rescue attempts were thwarted by 
the bad weather. The two were finally 
picked tip about 7:30 a,rn, and returned 
. iiome.
spaces
•Straightening of the present 
shoreline
■ •Replacement and realignment of 
floats
•“Modernization” of present 
building on adjacent land to include 
office space
•Construction of proper sanitation 
facilities
Spokesman for the marina, D.M. 
Romain, of Willis, Cunliffe, Tait, told 
council Deep Cove Marina has “been 
neglected for some time”. However, he 
said it has recently come under the new: ,; 
ownership of M. Hounslow ‘‘who wants v 
to put it back on dts feet where: it- 
belongs.”
Romain said the marina — located on 
Madrpnha Drive near: Deep Cove Road 
— will upgrade parking to comply with V 
■.■municipalby-laws. --c- - - ..
' He said there are currently 21 parking 
spaces available, but with renovations, 
another nine to 12 will be added, j;' ^
The marina plans to .straighten out the 
shoreline by adding walls; In addition, V 
the realignment of the fioats will reduce 
the capacity of the marina from the 
present 97 spaces to “60 or 70, 
depending on the size of the boats”.
The building on marina land houses 
the manager at present, .said Romain. In 
the future it would also provide office 
space upstairs.
Finally he said cfllucnt from the 
proposed washrooms will be treated and
Continued on Page 14
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Wally du Temple looks out over reservoir containing W million gallons of water. ii
lly
RON NORMAN
Wally du Temple doesn’t bdieve 
Ardmore needs piped water. And he's 
got It) million gallons to prove it.
do remplc. 765 llriiemnr, is 
mnnagcr/pari owner of Ardmore Golf 
Couisc, and lie isn't against piped water 
because of cost or the possible change In 
the minimum lot size.
“I juM like my well wmcr.” he says. 
“We don'l need piped water,'' Why 
not? Because he Ijclicvcs there is plenty 
of v,,ilcr .'ivailablc through runoff 
without pipitigii in.
He points to iltc icservoir on his golf 
course as proof: “It's 45 feet dee\i 
across one ru'Te, and it holds 15 million 
(lallons when fuir," he said. Already it 
has 10 million tailom and it’s rdlll three
Straw vote eyed 
on Ardmore’s
piped water
and a half month,s away (tom it's usual 
peak period.
du Temple says last winter was a fairly 
dry one and llic reservoir never leaily 
filled to capacity. By May it was still 
four feet from the top,
A very drv summer followed which 
nearly dried up the reservoir, but from a 
nearly dry one at the end of August, du 
Temple has gone to a almost full 
reservoir. All In just four months.
He says it’s the same with Ardmore 
wells. “A inlnotiiy of the residents here
gel panicky about their wclis when we 
liiivc a dry summer. But you linvc to 
look at it over six or seven years.
“You may have a dry season or two, 
but ilien you usually liavc three or four 
years of plcntry of water.There’s no 
need for people to p.anic after one dry 
summer or winicr.”
But what about water for fire 
protection'? “If you cnii’l put out o fire 
with a lankcf lull of water, iliciL you 
aren't going to save the house anyway,'' 
is dll Temple’s answer,
He is so miicli in favour of ciMitimied 
well water lie has asked that anyone who ^ 
has an opinion one way or the other, to ' 
contact him at 656-4621, He will be 
starting up a "straw vote" just to get 
an idea of where Ardmore residents 
stand on the issue. >
I
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Bab’s Family 
Restaurant





Open Mon. Thru Sat. 9 a.m, *6 p.m. 
Phone Ahead for Faster Takeout
652-3954
FAMILY RESTAURANT
OPEN DAILY 11 AM
for
FINE CANADIAN & 
CHINESE FOOD









- :Ad. ' ■
Countiy Kitchen
Brentwood Shopping Plaza
"Homestyle Cooking and Baking 
al Old Fashioned Prices"







THURSDAY & SUNDAY 
SMORGASBORD DINNER 
WEDNESDAY E'VENING
Open Tuesday to Sunday
Reservations 656-3541
GUITAR LESSONS | Hot |ill0‘tCI Bdl
(.Folk. Jazz, aassical-Rock orr/mntpv I Ji-Pop, l , J , Oassical, Ro  r Country 
ALSO AVAILABLE '
GUITAR CRASH COURSE
5 weeks for absolute beginners <
The English l^usic Studio
M - 2417Beacon Ave.




OPEN FROM 5 P.M. DAILY 
[CLOSED TUES.]
(formerly Truman's Steak House)
12558Bevan Ave., Sidney 
Reservations 656-4640
i hotel SidneyFoot of Beacon Ave.OCEAN VIEW
• Try our famous salad bar 











STEAK, PIZZA ft SPAGHEHl HOUSE
; Evening Dining in Fine .
Mediteranian Tradition 
RESERVATIONS - 656-5596
« TMIE 0UTS;^'«M5?7; V
Mori.-Sat^ 1 l"o.rh.‘-2^9':rn. -r 
Sundoy l 1 a7m*
5th ft Booceh* ¥ Sidney
V IN THE
BEACON AVE.. SIDNEY, B.C.
The Finest in
FamiiyT)'FipS i
Open 7 a.ni.-Midnight^ 
656iil76V:^i;;
RESTAURANT
Specializing In Chinese 
; . ft Canadian Food ■
OPEN: MON.-THURS. 4“ . MIDNIGHT 
■ FRI.Sat. 4“-l“a.m.
,■ SUNDAY 4“- 8” p.m.;
; Delivery with miiiiinunuorder ’'?i
2493 Beaepn Ave. 656-3944
Sea Breeze Cafe
9776 - 4th St, . Sidney
Behind the Post OKice
— SPECIALIZING IN —
FISH a CHIPS
Breakfast-lunch-dinner 
Open Dally 7:30 AM - 7:30 PM 
ClosodSundoy 










2470 Beocon Ave. 656-1613
YOUR CHANCES M GOOD FORIUiyE
For winning numbers ask your lottery retailer, your, 
nearest branch of Canadian Imperial Bank of 
Commerce or write to;
WESTERN CANADA LOTtERY FOUNDATI0N
1 Lakeview Square, yVinriipeg, IVIanitoba R3C 3H8
Ben Ethier intends to go to bat for 
young people in Sidney who feel they’re 
not getting a square deal.
The Sidney alderman, who says he’s 
acting as a citizen and does not represent 
council, is concerned about the town’s 
youth. He harks back to the mass rioting 
of young people outside the Sidney 
RCMP detachment at last year’s 
Hallowe’en and says no one really 
knows what the kids are complaining 
about.
“We keep blaming the kids but no 
one opens an ear to them.’’
But from now on, youngsters who 
have specific complaints or problems
can phone Ethier at 656-3383. He wants 
to hear “specifically from kids them­
selves, not parents.”
Then Ethier plans to hold a private 
meeting at which youngsters can air 
their beefs. He says he’d like the press to 
be present but otherwise the meeting 
would be closed.
“The kids can trust us,” Ethier says. 
“Perhaps something can be done to 
alleviate their frustrations. They have no 
resources here, nowhere to go and talk 
their frustrations out.
“1 might not be able to do anything 
but at least I’ll try. At least they’ll know 
someone will go to bat for them.”
Pest no threat
There is no real threat of bark beetle 
infestation in Ardmore forest according 
to a survey taken last Friday by the 
Canadian Fore.stry Service.
Peter Koot of the Pacific Forest 
Research: Centre said the survey 
V demonstrated the grand fir trees in: 
Ardmore : do not warrant any pest 
control measures. ; ^
: vL The centre under took the. survey ,atr . 
Y^the peQuest of hlorth Saanich council’s ; 
?: committee B, after a member of the 
commiitee estimated earlier this month 
that some 100 trees in the area were 
infested with fir engraver beetles.
Koot said the survey crew found only 
very few beetles in some of the 80 trees it 
checked. He did not think there was 
much of a problem and the crew found 
no new attacks — only trees that had 
been attacked previously .
Last November Koot had told The 
Review there was every chance the area : 
was infested withjoark beetles. v V 
He said Friday that in some cases the 
.beetles;; had; either flown away or^,i^ied ‘ 
frbrh natural causes.
The dead trees in Ardmore did not 




ERS - FISH & CHIPS 
-ICECREAM 
Eat • Phone in ■ Take out









Atoiiitiiy—- tfiundiiy 12 Ximn fo 12 i\f/d.
f riifay /2 iVimn to 2 a.m, 4p,tfi. fo2n,iri. 
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Playing around with mood altering drugs is 
dangerous anytime. But in a work situation, 
it can be more than dangerous-it can be 
deadly! For you. And (or the co-workers 
who are depending on you.
And uppers aren't the only villains.
Any prescribed medication, 
misused or mixed with
alcohol, can cause problems, Problems you 
may not be able to cope with,
Belore you pop any kind of pill, prescription 






Whero to toko your vIsltbrs^G ^
ARDMOUL fiOLF COURSK, 930 Ardmore IJr, & West Snanlcli lload, Sidney 
A cozy 9-liolei, ideal for fumllies. Beautiful scenery and streeial twilight rates for 9-hole 
game. Clubs and cart rentals — picnic and barbecue factlitic.s — .swlminiiig beach. IMionc 
6S6-<I62I, ' ''
IIHENTWOOII INN, 1172 nrimlwood IJrIve, Ilreniwood. 6ra.24I.T.
SALMON FISIIINCi, lloAt Itenlai, Culded riililng Trips (all inclusive)
Family fishing in the protecied Saanich Inlet. Brentwood Boat Rentals (1071) I id al the 
Ferry Dock, Brentwood Bay, Flioii#652-1014, „
HOTELSIDNKY, 25.nilettCon Ave , Sidney. 65f*.i:Sll
I'ueiMloy niglil, Fare Country featuring Rob Holll* with Norm WinquLst and Ralph 
Niefortb In the l.oungc 8 * 12 p.m, Wednesdgy night, 8 ■ 12 p.m, is raleni Night hr the Pub.
TIIKPIIAIHIEINN, eoriier Ml. Newton X ItnndNand East Satinieh Md. 656.1.575 
Relax by life fire and listen to live entertainment while playing Chess, Crihhage, CliocHers, 
nackgammon, Darts or Pool.
SIIINEVTIlAVFXOIMjE.22«0llfncon Ave.,Sidney. 6.56-1176
I’ontiM PlttM every Friday and Saturday night 9.2 a.m,, dance to the niiisie of the ,50’s




Unhappy with the 
proposed three-cent per 
gallon transit tax for 
Capital Region District 
municipalities, North 
Saanich council has 
directed its CRD 
representative to try and 
pull put of the regional 
transit planning program.
Instead, council will try 
to "constitute our own 
transit area” — perhaps 
involving the operation of a 
bus between North Saanich 
and Sidney,
If council is unsuccessful 
in pulling out of the CRD 
transit program they will 
ask the regional di,strict to 
give the transit program 
back to the provincial 




Under prc.ssurc to 
complete a book he lias 
been writing for the past 
year. Fat Murphy will not, 
in the next few months, 
contribute a regular weekly 
column to The Sidney 
Review.
If and when he feels that 
he has something to say 
which just will not keep, 
Murphy will write in his 
usual space but his sub­
missions will be In- 
lermiiient.
)■,'n r'.i* iih «
























WEEKDAYS 9 - 9 SUNDAYS 11 - 9
New '^earth station'' dish antenna set up on roof of Cable 10 studio in Sidney will mean 
residents will be able to pick up House of Commons action following Feb. 18 election. 
Antenna can pick up as many as 40 commercial stations but it is illegal to retransmit them in
Canada.
The Sanscha Hall annual 
general meeting will take 
place Jan. 30 at 7:30 p.m. in 
Sanscha Hall.
All residents of Sidney 








WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities












Sidney branch added that it A total of $21.8 million . 
was a bit confusing at first was allocated to Vancouver
Island.
by.
RON NORMAN because there \vas no in-
If you’re still looking to formation made available 
get in on the B.C. gover-, to the credit unions. 
nment’s low-co.st mortgage “We had no idea how 
scheme, forget it. At least much would be allocated to 
out here on the peninsula. us,” he said, ‘‘so we took
Saanich Peninsula anyone who applied and 
Savings and Credit Union tlien made decisions.” 
stopped taking applications Kaulius was reluctant to 
just four days after the plan disclose e.xactly how much 
was announced. had been allocated at the
During that tiriiC: more -Brentwood and Sidney 
than 200 people applied at branches because it would 
the Brentwood and Sidney; give the: credit union’s 
branches. ‘‘I only wish we opposition too much of an 
could have given them all idea about its loans activity, 
mortgages,’’ said; a loans $200 million
officer ‘ at;; the Sidney- offered by the goverhmeht ' 
branch. - to the province as a whole.
But he couldn’t. In fact; $125 .million will go to 
only ll< applicants were private dwelling mortgages, 
granted ; mortgages under and $75 million to rental 
the plan at the Sidney accommodation, 




















CANADA NO.; 1 MIX & MATCH 24's
Head Lettuce
®Green Leaf ®Red Leaf 










sarrie number received 
mortgages at Brentwood.
‘‘But we could have put 
out 10 times that much,” 
said Eugene Kaulius, 
assisitant-general manager 
at Saanich Peninsula 
Savings and Credit Union’s 
head office.
“We received a couple of 
million dollars to disperse 
under the plan,” said 
Kaulius, explaining the 
credit union took “a firm 
look” at loan activity in its 
various branches and, 
distributed funds ac­
cordingly.
The plan calls for a three- 
year mortgage at 914 per 
cent. However^ the ap­
praised value of the new 
house —- including the land 
on which it is built •— must 
be no higher than $95,000.
If the value exceeds 
$95,000, then the owner 
must find his own fiiinn- 
eing.
As well, low-cost funds 
will only be made available 
after construction is 
completed, In the mean­
time, owners will, have to 
locate their own financing 
during the construction 
: period, -
Also construction must 
not havcstaricd before Jan, 
15, 1980 and substantial 
construction — meaning 
some 75 per cent of the 
excavation finished iind 
base supports started --- 
tmisl begin by June 30, 
1980,
Applicants must have 
been residents of B,C, for 
the last two years, or if they 
have recently returned to 
the province, must have at 
one time lived a total of five 
years in 11,C,
Money is made available 
only through the priwincc’s 
credit unions. However, 
Kaulius said Saanich 
Peninsula did not restrict 
applicants to membcMS 
' only. ■ ■ ■
"We put it on a first- 
come, first-serve basis and 
the appllciinis did not Imve 
to be member;; ns long as 
they lived in the general 
trading area.”
Were there any com- 
plairvts nboni the system? 
♦ Only that the method of 
allocation was "erutlc", 
said Kaulius.




















★ PERSONAL AHENTION TO 
YOUR INSURANCE NEEDS KRAFT Smooth
★AUTOPLAN RENEWALS PROCESSED 
SPEEDILY, EFFICIENTLY AND 


















KRAFT DINNER 225 G. b ■
SCHNEIDERS CLOVERLEAF CHUNK LIGHT
Mb. 0.5 oz.
HUSKY SCHNFIDERS SWIFT PREMIUM
....(-•^....'•KrM-4
2348 BEACON AVE., 
SIDNEY
15 OZ,
(OPPOSITE THE SAFEWAY 
PARKING LOT)
» ■, : Vi;,'.
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We deserve
a break
• When a government that prides itself on 
good housekeeping and balanced books 
comes down strongly in support of Trident 
Aircraft, we’re impressed.
The provincial government has already 
sunk $2 million in this Sidney-based company 
and has further committed itself to provide an 
additional $4 million if the federal govern­
ment comes up with matching sum.
The Socred administration, surely, is not 
about to throw good money after bad. This 
pragmatic government would more likely cut 
its losses if Trident really was the loser the 
federal government would have us believe;
Roil Huntington, federal minister for small 
business and industry decided some time ago
. the aircraft company was not financially 
viable and despite efforts to change the 
government’s thinking bn this matter. Prime 
Minister Joe Clark’s statement Monday 
finally put an end to hopes for a Cbriservative 
about-face on Trident.
; But many people are cbiifused On the issue.
/Is financial support for Trident a waste of 
money as the Tories tell us and is the 
provincial government and the federal Liberal 
and NDP parties all hopelessly misled in 
believing Trident has a future?
Confusion here stems from the belief that 
the Tories have everything to gain politically 
by funding this company, since Trident has 
emerged as the major election issue in the 
riding, drawing support from every quarter. 
Their stubborn refusal to do so may lead to ' 
conclude that the federal government must be 
correct in its evaluation and is being fiscally 
responsible in turning Trident down.
projections and spih-bffs but we have a 
healthy respect for Socred business inkincts 
V and feel sure our debt-conscious provincial 
government has looked thoroughly into all 
:';':'aqgles.^
. ^ Finance Minister Hugh Curtis pointed out 
Monday that public a in the Trident
, situation had been focu ssed on Trigull. Other 
potential activities of the Trident group were 
even more promising in terms of contractual 
arrangements with major aircraft 
inanufacturers, he said.
Here, Curtis is obviously in agreement with 
the Liberals^ who say Trident’s future does 
not depend solely on Trigull but rests on its 
establishment of an aircraft industry here in 
the west manufacturing parts for other 
companies.
A meeting Saturday between Curtis and 
Huntington --- and which took place, in­
cidentally, at the jcquest of Tory MP Don 
Munro — brought no dividendsv only some 
strong language from the otherwise mild
; Curtis.';/'
Trident and the promise it holds for this 
part of Canada deserves a better break, he
■1.';; 'said.: "■>;// '/:;/',
We think so too. We are hesitant to agree 
with provincial Industry and Small Business 
Minister Dori Phillips — one of B.C.’s great 
free enterprisers --- who said Monday that if 
Trident was in Ontario the federal govern-, 
mcnt wbuld find no problem in funding it. 
lt*8 hard to think otherwise.
Curtis has said the province will now have 
to give the matter “urgent and careful 
review.” Does that mean, we wonder, that 
the Socreds arc considering funding Trident 




Brought lo you through the courtesy of
COMlMlTiiSliRVlC'E 
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new and used • sail and power
656-7286 10431 Resihaven ■■
(corner Harbour Rd. & ResthaVen)
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Times Shown are “Standard Times”
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792 Sea Dr. 
Brentwood Bay 




11:00 a.m. - Holy 
Comihunion 
12 noon Parish Vestry 
Meeting in Hall 
Rev. Will Dobson 
' 652-3860
Wardens:
A.L. Isaac 652-2138 
A.S. McNeil 652-2651
Anglican Church of danada
PARISH OF 
SOUTH SAANICH
^sted pioneer wheel still finds use as subject for localphotographer.
ByRONNORMAN
Jack^s a gentleman Year not over
;;;; ';:ST.;mary?S/
- Sunday, Jan. 27 
9:30a;m. SLihday 
School
: j ; Holy (Tommunioii 
Wednesday i Jan. 30 
10:00 a.m.y - Holy
Communion 








Rev. Ivan Putter 
652-2812 
Office 65^4311 
9 to 12 noon 
Monday to Friday
j see by last Wednesday’s paper that you feel there 
shoulcl be an end to talk about French immcr.sion. I 
agree. No doubt in the future the board will be hearing 
lots of comment from residents of the school district.
It is true that you did come out in favor of French 
immersion but not till after the municipal elections, 
Your editorial of Dec. 5 on immersion is very inaccurate 
as to content and maligns Esther Galbraith and myself.
It is true that we did take a hard position against 
French immersion but not, as you suggest, because “we 
are bigots" but for sound educational, social, and 
economic reasons, •
On the other hand, those candidates associated with 
Saanich’s Parents for French mainly took no position 
on French immersion, saying that it wasn’t an i.ssue, not 
too important, or else (hey hadn’t decided, John Betts 
at public meetings .said one or the otlier of the above or 
a variation thereof. ,
In spite of what you say to the contrary, Esther 
Galbraith was right in moving nn amendment to the 
motion to institute French Immersion in (his district in 
September. Her nrncntlment asked for a school district 
referendum before the program was instituted.
.Surely candidates for public office who, if elected, 
intend to institute a controversial program, .slioultl 
make their intentions clear to the electors, This did not. 
happen in regard to French immersion.
In closing may I compliment The Review on tlic 
excellent coverage you have given school boartl affairs 
md myself in particular over the 12 years I was on the 
aoard, My only regret Is that The Review Is not as 
vldcly rend In the Royal Oak - Cordova Bay area as in 
he rest of the school district,
Jack ArtnNlrnng 
4353 Nonliriilge Crescent
The International Year of the Child is not over. It 
must thrive in 1980. We got well into identifying the. 
needs of children and their families, started looking at 
the gaps in services, and made some attempts to fill 
these pps in 1979. But that’s not enough. Those 
identified needs require measures to be put into effect 
on a long-term holistic basic.
Health and well-being arc two of the most important 
aspects of a child’s growth and developmcnl. Our future 
is our children and, if our future is to be healthy, we 
need to have healthy children now.
The Association for the Care of Children in Hospitals 
(A.C.C.H.) seeks to foster and promote the health and 
well-being of children and families in health care .set­









7:30 p.m, A. Cressman 
from LIBERIA
Elemental to all its undertakings is tlic belief that 
cnliglucned support of children and families in health 
care sellings can spell the difl’,crcncc between 
developmental disturbnnce'or dynamic growth.
To encourage this growth, wc liope to start a local 
Victoria affiliate of A.C.C.H, An exploratory niecling 
will be held Jan. 20, at 7:30 p.m. In the medical lecture, 
theatre, Royal Jubilee Hospital.
.Sunday Jnn. 27lli 
11:00a.m. J. Dclport
from South Africa 
Sunday Jan.27lh 




All those Interested in helping children and fniriilics 
cope in liealtli care settings are invited to attend, share 
ideas and help 1979 l.Y.C. extend into the 1980's,
We hope to see you tliere — whether you be parent, 
health care practitioner or student, or volunteer.
(Mils] lIcalherF. Clarke, 
ehninnun, l.Y.C, Health Cnmmitlce 
for Copllnl Regional DUlrict.
60 YEARS AGO THIS WEEK:
From the Jon. 22,1920 li»ue 
Yesterday morning ni his ofnee at the parliament 
buildings, Victoria, his honour the Lleutennnt- 
Governor, presented the Order of the British Empire lo 
Lieut.-Col, L.A, DcVicCarey ol CurtetsFoini, Sidney.
weekly basis, extolling the virtues of the marketplace.
* ♦ *
You could travel from Sidney to Victoria and return 
for N mere 15 cents worth of gasoline according jo a 
Plimley St Ritchie, Ltd. advertlsemeni on the front 
page. The method? A Johnson Motor wheel; “It turns 
any bicycle into a motorcycle", said the ad and cost Just 
$150.-
so YEARS AGO THIS WBBKt
From file liffl. 23,1930 Iwuic 
It was 1930 and the Vancouver Stock Exchange was 
taking out one-quarter page ads In the Review on a
Ehewhere, a grass fire on the Canadian National 
property at Patricia Monday caused considerable 
an.\icty for a time, several liomes being In grave danger. 
The honKs ofMcnstri, W.A, Brcmscau, and J.V. W;uk 
were particularly endangered, but through the timely 
assistance of Mr. Elmer Johns, the fire was kept from 
spreading.',,,.:
40 YEARS AGO mis WEEKi
From the Jan, 24,1940 Issue.
According to the Daily Times of Victorift, Major 
11.E. Mead, wealthy chemical manufacturer of 
Berkshire, England, has purchased Moresby Island in 
the Gulf, just off Sidney and wilLspend his summers 
there.'"
30YEARS AGO Tim WEEK}
Fromihe Jan. 15,1950 Issue
Although the water in Whaler's Bay was frozen Inst 
week to a greater degree than can be rcmcnihercd by any 
of the old tlmcis, one resident of Galiano Island was 
not only Impervious to It but enjoyed it,
D.A. New found that the water was too inviting, He 
changed iiiiu his sivliiiining .suit and directed his 
footsteps to the wharf. Taking n dive off the govern­
ment wharf, he swam araimd tlic float, To hisshiveriniis 
audience he blithely explained that the water was not 













7!()0 p.m. Praise & Share 
Thursday
7:00 p.m. Bible Study 
“Preaching the Chrlsi- 





20 YEARS AGOnm WERKi
Fromthf Jm». 17, I960
First engineer to be appointed to the new provincial 
govern mem ferries running between Swartz Bay and 
Tsawwassen is O.H. Hcndricksen of Sidney. Mr. 
Hcndricksen has been engaged by the ferry service as 
chief engineer aboard the M.V, Sidney,
Elk take 
CommunUy Baptist 







7:'30p.m. , < Evening
Fellowship 
Minister J.€, A. Barlori 
6.52-3676
A warm welcome to all.
CANADIAN BIBLE SOCIETY
AMNUAL RALLY
Sunday, January 27th at 7p.m.
Speaker — Rev. David Cole 
St. Andrews Anglican Church 





Worship,. _ ' ■
Pastor EmteKrafolB’
' Bl!OBe477-S478,;- ':




/ /NORTH SAANICH /
- R*w. R. Horl Pratt 
Offica: 656-3213 
Rasltionca: 656-1930 
ST. JOHN'S ; {■ 
10990 West Saonidi Road / 
-;- -9:30o.m. V;- ,
"•/■ ;"'=/st:paul‘s:"''-’::^
2410 MoldvIeW ’ 
Family Service and / 
V S Sunday School
OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
, 7726 W. Saanich Road 
Sunday Masses 




10030 Third St., Sidney 
(while uiider coiistructioh) 
Saturday Mass only 
7 p.m. at St. Paul’s
:11:00 a.m.






7180 Eatl Saanich Rd. 
9:45 a.m. 
BRENTWOOD 





An^lcan Church of Canada^
THE PARISH 





ResL Haven Dr., Sidney 






ALL ARE WELCOME 
Pastor H.EVDawes 
656-6940











Rev. Tom Gardner 
656-3544 656.2751
" With Christ at heart 
and you In mind.’’










Oakville & Third, Sidney 





& Holy Baptism 
Sunday School 
with Nursery 
7:00 p.m. Annual Rally 
of





Rev. Robert Sansom 
656-4870 - 656-5322 
Assist:





Sunday, Jan. 27 
9:45 a.m. Sunday 
Scitool and 
Discussion Group 
11:00 a.m. Family 
II Worship







7(X)8 W. Saanich ltd. 
BteiUwoodRay





2269 Mills Rd. 
Sunday Jan.27 
ll:00h.m. Mr. David 
Cole of the 
Canadian Bible Society 
7:00 p.m. Victor





6,30 p.m, Pioneer 
" ' <3iils 
Wed, Jwi. 23rd ./ 
7:30 p.m, Prayer 
A Bible Study 
at 1861 Jcffrec 
Saaniebton 
656-5011-656-45.17
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In some ways, Hugh Curtis, MLA and finance minister, 
is more like a senior and trusted executive in a large cor­
poration than the politician he is in fact. An executive, 
moreover, who has taken the company public relations 
course and learned his lessons well.
the emotional ideological content of politics. He is 
primarily a doer, a practical man who looks back with 
satisfaction on his accomplishments as a departmental 
minister.
Curtis readily agrees to the description of himself as a 
“team player”, though he inserts the qualifier, “if 1 am a 
team player the other members of the team always know 
when 1 am unhappy.”
Over the long stretch, Curtis has enjoyed a better press 
than many of his colleagues. Part of this is due to his lower 
profile., His portfolios of municipal affairs, provincial 
secretary and finance and often been lo\v-key. So is his' 
approach to publicity. “1 try to think before I speak, and I 
don’t feel deprived if 1 go two weeks without a headline.”
Currently, Social Credit is in hot water over the 
longplaying “lettergate” affair, and more recently, over 
the Eckardt boundary report. As a cabinet minister, Curtis 
is only prepared to ■ offer on-the-record generalities to 
account for this state of affairs such as “politicians 
everywhere are not very popular right now.
Pressed, he concedes that the letters affair has been 
allowed to drag on for-a long time — while if the gover­
nment were to call a session of the legislature, reporters 
might have something else to write about.
In fact, says Curtis, a new session is just around the 
corner. And with it of course the opportunity for the' 
finance minister to be the star performer, as the member to 
present the budget.
Though an acknowledged “team player”, Curtis rejects, 





and the Islands 
MLA Hugh Curtis.
-1 try to think before r 
I speak and I donYfeel _ 
deprived if I go two weeks; 
without a: headline^
■4 ^ f 1
Canada needed” — but he is less happy about specifics.
In particular, says Curtis, the budget had regional 
shortcomings.
“It annoyed me that with the end of the capital cost 
allowance there was an assumption that we no longer have 
a serious rental accomodation shortage. Obviously the feds 
did not canvass B.C. or Alberta on that. Also, there was 
provisions for the Atlantic fishing industry — while our 
Pacific industry was forgotten.”
But, he adds, it’s rare for provincial and federal 
governments to sec totally eye to eye on things like budgets.
Onto more parochial concerns. As MLA for Saanich- 
and-the-lslands, Curtis has some simmering constituency 
problems. So far his handling of them has been adroit.
Uppermost is the que.stion of Trident. Here, Curtis has 
taken a clear position.
“It’s important we get the employees their jobs back,” 
he declares. “I’m not in a po.sition to damn or praise the 
Trigull, but the Trigull isn’t the beginning and end of that 
operation. There should be a continuing expansion of the 
aircraft industry at Pat Bay, including parts, servicing, 
whatever.”
The minister expressed “great disappointment” over the 
decision reached over the weekend by Ron Huntington, 
federal minister for small business and industry, not to 
offer federal assistance to Trident.
As far as the province was concerned it was “a matter 
which will require urgent and careful review,” Curtis 
added.
On the breakwater issue, Curtis reaffirms his position: 
“1 undertook at the outset to serye as a catalyst and 
provide assistance — if that is what people want. Right 
now it’s very much within the jurisdiction of the town of 
Sidney.
“1 see my job as to keep open the lines of com-
i
iS
, 1 1 '• 
^ J. \ ^
Tm, a fiscal 
conservative
a social
mortgage’ scheme stated the program was “one of a 
numb mova''
implemented to deal with social and economic problems.”
Continues Curtis: “This conversation clearly presents 
difficulties, since it’s a pre-budget discussion. But I can say
for the premier — or be restricted to a kind of glorified 
bookkeeping. But he admits the tendency to tag finance 
ministers in this way. :
“I’m not a front mtmj” he declares, “and I accepted the
y job on the basis 1 wouldn’t be.”
’ He agrees, Though, that the recent $200 million cheap
' mortgage program was an idea that brigin^ in the 
pitmier’^ office — “it" was batted, around his coUeagues,
one. It will be the first budget after our new mandate and 
the first for the 80s. _ ; V ^
• “it will reflect my views-rather than my predecessor’s, 
and I will give a different style of speech. ’ ’
What qualifications does Curtis bring to the finance 
portfolio? Unlike former Socred finance minister Evan 
Wolfe, or his NDP predecessor Dave Stupich, Curtis isnT 
an accountant.
to be a doctor. I have 18 years experience in elected office 
y, and the budgetary process is not new to me. Without 
realising it, that experience has been tremendously help-
y As to philosophy, “I’m a fiscal conservative, butwith a 
^ social conscience. I don’t want to be thought of as a 
‘tightwad’
conscience,'
to explain their spending estimates.
The conversation turns to the defeated Tory budget, a 
subject for which Curtis appears to have no marked en- 
thusiasrh . Understandably, perhaps, when his governmerit
:/''TrMbrteoverr
ii yyHe.respbnds: “1 don’t dunk ;aifiMn^;minist|^nee^^
be an accountant any rriore than the’ health minister needs
y ■ housing to combat high interest rates —• another Tory, 
fiscal policy.
, On the credit side, Curtis allows that the Crosbie budget 
y ''had ‘ ‘clear elements of courage” and was the- “kind of jolt: '
munication so that when it’s“go” the parties will be tied |
The question of the courthouse construction — and the |
miss^ deadline of September 1979—is clearly one Curtis |
finds ^bafrassing. I
“I very much regret the deadline wasn’t met,” he says, |
“but it wasn’t for lack of trying or making my views I
known in the appropriate quarters. I
“1 can only say that the courthouse will be built and will . ■ I
de in Use as soon as possible.” ' " • ' ' > ' ib  i  s     b i l
a few discounts of the
U'
■ :
From a population of some 20,000 on the 
peninsula more than 350,000 people annually 
use the Panorama Leisure Centre on East 
Saanich Road. Spectators more than treble 
that figure —- in fact, it’s impossible to put a 
handle on the number of people passing 
through, centre manager Brian Storrier says.
■ But although the centre has much to offer 
■— swimming, ice skating, litnes.s, special 
events and social programs —• more needs to 
be added to keep up with the demands of 
today’s leisure society. A proposed ex­
pansion would provide ractiuel and squitslf 
courts, a large restaurant, a multipurpo.se 
room wiiicli could be rented out for dances 
or special occasions, a fitness area, arts and 
crafts room and various meeting rooms.
Two recent surveys •— a random sampling 
of 500 people •— were positive enough to give 
the Peninsula Uecrcniion Commi.ssion en- 
couragenient lo plan for the centre's next 
phase. It recently hired an engineer and by 
mid-April wjll have a layout proposal of the 
facility and consiructiiin costs,
‘‘Then we'll look at operating costs and 
revenue potentials and decide whether it’s 
feasible or not, "Storrier says,
If the answer is positive —• and it's likely
the commission must get the blessing of 
North Saanich and Sidney councils and a 
referendum would follow, probably in 
November when municipal elections arc 
held, Ston ier says.
Although some people may view 
recreation as a dollar and cents issue, Storrier 
secs it as “adding to the quality of life.” 
Recreation in a community is ns important lo 
him ns road programs or sewers.
Years ago. he says, people didn't have time 
for iccication. The demand first came In the 
’ major cities and then whciv people moved 
into rural areas they look the same dematuls 
for reel cation to cuum ils.
Now, Storrier says, recreation plays a big 
, part in people’s lives, “People have more 
leisure and they’re looking for somewhere to 
dircctihclT energies,”
Currently, he says, out of the 350,0(X) who 
use the centre, the balance probably swings 
in favor ol yoimgsiefs Hut lire populuiioii 
patterns arc changing and the next 10 to 15 
years will sec a drastic swing and a higher 
percentage of older people will be using the
Jt a'
'A;, ^
CRYSTAL 1.370 “'SCOUNT UAAOGE






Recreation manager Brian Storrier
DISCOUNT DAYS END JANUARY 31/80 
2474 BEACON AVE., SIDNEY 656-3232
facilities, he says.
The centre opened in September, 1977, 
and cost $1.85 million — but that was just 
the bare bones of it. Equipping the building 
brought the total to $2,2 million.
The provincial government provided 
$666,000, local service clubs and groups 
raised $40,000 and the balance was fianced 
by the Municipal Finance Authority, with 
Sidney and North Saanich taxpayers footing 
thcblll.
Central Saanich council opted out from 
the beginning — and said no again just a year 
ago when it was once more wooed by the 
commission, "'We’ll ask them again,” 
Storrier .says. "We’ll go back for .sure and 
hopefully, we'll get them involved.’’
Although Central Saanich taxpayers don’t 
share the costs of the centre, they may use it 
and have the same rights and privilege,s as 
residents from Sidney and North Saanich.
The centre makes money operationally 
it took in about $360,000 in 1979, Storrier 
says — but loses money overall because the 
MFA debt must be repayed at the rate of 
$169,000 annually over 20 years.
But Storrier says there isn’t a public 
recreation centre in North America that is 
not subrddized by the public.
nfficlally, there was a $90,000 deficit at 
the end bf 1979, but overruns in construction 
carried over from 1078, interim financing 
and cost of a higher interest raic—'lO'/j per 
cent iiiMtad of 8Vi pci tent, a diffcicncc of 
some $45,000 annually • was the reason for 
the deficit , Storrier says,
In fact, de.spiie that “deficit” the 
recreation centre cost Sidney taxpayers little 
enough in 1979. Tax assessment on an . 
average thrcc-bcdroom homj? wm $98.
But taxes would be lowc'i if Central 
Saanich became involved and costs were 
shared between the three municipalities.
Frank Waring, a Central Saanich alder­
man for five years and now a mnyoraliy 
candidate, says council opted out originally 
because “it couldn't come to terms” with 
North Saanich and Sidney -- he doesn’t hold 
out much hope for council's future in­
volvement. Two rcferciidurns turned it down 
by a fair majority, he says.
As well, he admitted council members had 
“taken positions” on the issue •— it was 
“pretty well unnnimoiis to get out of the 
original deal,” he says,
And, he adds, many people live in the 
bottom half of Ccniral Saanich and use
k’ginning in September, 1980, School District No, 63 (Saanich) will offer a French 
Immersion Program at tile Kindergarten and Grade 1 levels providing there is sufficient 
qnrolmenl..:
Immersion implies a clt^^sroom in which Instruction is given in Freneh. by a 
bilingual teacher who is a native speaker of French or, who has acquired native ITucncy in the
French language. / t ,, t, .-i
With each successive year a larger proportion of the curnculurn is taught in English until a
balance is
Before deciding in which school the program is to be locaiea ti is necessary lo haye ad­
ditional information regtirding prospective students. If you plan to enrol your child in the 
program, please complclcthc form below and return it by Friday, February 15,1980 to;
’D,R. Smyth,,




If the people really wauled |o change ihclr 
minds we’d have to liave anotlici rcfcrcii- 
dum, he says, hut poinis mil lhai in pircvious 
referendums farmers voted ii down. 
"They've goi big asse.ssments compared’ 
homeowners.
Slorricr, however, says rogisltaiion for the 
coming year is “ircmeiidoiis”, Wc haven’t 
had lime lo ,innly/e wheic llie Increase is 
coming from but in inid-Febnuiiy when
reglstrallons arc complete we'll know and 
report back to ilie commission, he says,
Bill even if tbc Increase is accbuiiled for by 
large number.s from Central Saanich, there’s 
no guaraniee tliat conimunliy will opt for 
tmoilicr referendum and participate,
' Sturiicr i'; very luppy 'vith the eemre. 
Tlierc's little vandalism and that's confined 
to the “occasional kick” at a washroom 
wall, but notbinp miiHeious, be says, The 
eenire is U':ed and enjoyed and if lotd when 
the expansion comes, ilicrc’ll be tliat much 
more for jKopIc to do with their leisure.
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 63 (SAANICH)
ENROLMENT FORM - FRENCH IMMERSION PROGRAM
Name of Student ........ ....
Addrc.sx .......................... . -
*.................. .... I * t T » • I * r « • t s r t * 4 *
Birthdnte of Student ......
Mmlb Day
t < • • « » I I • f
Year
Check Grade, September, 1980: Grade 1 ...,,. Kindcrgarlcii
School child would noniially attend ,.,...
Parent’s Signature
» 1 » # * I • • • * » » * • • V
» r f ♦ » f « • •
I ;» t » N « > » t » « I » 4 4 4 4 4 • 4 • • 4 *







Local Campaign Office 
#202 - 2405 Beacon Ave. (comer Fifth St) 
656-0101
Office Hours: Mon. to Sat. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Quebec MP opens
•. While Liberal leader 
Pierre Trudeau keeps a low 
profile in the current 
election campaign, the same 
is not true for Liberal 
candidates.
Quebec Liberal MP Don 
Johnston was here Sunday 
for ' the opening of the 
Liberals’ campaign HQ in 
the southern part pf 
Esquimalt-Saanich riding 




OFF on Most Stock
INCLUDING:
© IMPORTED ENGLISH WOOLLENS 
® LIBERTY OF LONDON COTTONS 
andWOOLLENS
...©.silks;',
® POLYESTER CREPE DE CHINES 
® CROMPTON CORDUROYS 
® SARAH CAMPBELL WOOL CHALLIS
• DE Ball VELVET
AND M AN Y MORE
es on sewing with Ull 
with,Ultrasuede purchase.
municipal hall.
Johnston, who had an 
enviable 25,000 vote 
majority in his Montreal 
(Westmount) riding at the 
last election, spoke to a 
group of some 30 .campaign 
workers.
He said his large majority 
.made him “appreciate the 
challenge you face — but I 
think this ridinc can be. 
won.
“There’s no question 
there is a Liberal tide,’’ said 
Johnston. “It’s very strong 
in some areas.”
Johnston accused the 
government of being 
“cynical, inept and doc­
trinaire.”
“They’ve been arrogant, 
too,” he said, noting it was 
a charge often levelled at 
Liberals. .
Johnstoh admitted the 
Liberals Fiscal record in the 
early 1970s had not been a 
good one.
“It was based on a 
growth rate which did not 
materialise,” said John­
ston. “But since 1975 things 
have changed. In 1977/78 
the increase in government 
spending was only seven per 
cent. By contrast the 
Crosbie budget would 
increase spending by 10 per 
cent.”
Johnston told his 
audience the Liberals had a 
“superstar” in their 
candidate, Gerry 
Kristianson.
But he cautioned if the 
Liberals were to win in 
Esquimalt-Saanich, it 
would only be through 
organisation.
By Popular Demand 
IN THE BEARS DEN" 
at VICTORIA AIRPORT
'Ih
Francis Bottomly is a surprising woman — not only 
to strangers, but family and friends alike.
She reads constantly — without glasses, walks up to 
six or .seven blocks a day, knits regularly, and writes. All 
at 100 years of age.
Last week, the Saanich Peninsula Hospital’s day 
centre on McTavish Road held a special party for 
Francis marking her 100th birthday— even though 
Francis is not a member.





Are starting Monday, 
January 28th
FINEFV^BRICS




Watch For The Appearance of ; /
Musical comedy from around the world, Feb. 18th 
for 3 weeks.
(Formerly at the Red Lion Inn) : ^




PLEASE REGISTER NOW AT .
SIDNEY HOBBT HOUSE
2426 BEACON 656-4841 [OPP-The Post Of fice]
like this: “Francis was. a member of the day centre' 
until just before Christmas when she moved into 
Victoria to live with her niece Mrs. Violet Mitchell.”
Since she had been a member of the centre, and an 
active one at that, her fellow members decided to hold a 
special party for her.
“It was a joy to have someone like that in the 
program,” said Berger-North.
Born in Suffolk, England, Francis came to Canada 
when she was three years old and on the way to 
Vancouver Island was on the first passenger train to 
cross the continent.
“In two cases we had to take a scow across the rivers 
because the railway wasn’t quite finished,” she said.
The train landed in Portland, Oregon and the family. 
, took the boat to Victoria. Her father then moved the 
family to Chemainus — a place he had been told was 
“fine” for bringing up boys.
Thai was perfect for Francis and her family who had 
six boys and two girls.
Turning to the present, Francis stressed there is no 
secret to her long life. “I’ve just lived as I always have .
. . I don’t do anything different. I’ve never even 
thought about the years.”/^ / ' ^
However; she did disclose to one day centre member 
that she has always lived “one day at a time” and neyer 
:freaily looked ahead./':'’-.'—7
To top off the fine party, Francis received a telegram 
from Queen Elizabeth sending her ; “warm; 
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The 56-year-old electrician who died Nov. 29 while 
working on the power house at Victoria International 
Airport failed to follow a nuinber of safety procedures 
outlined in the maintenance manual, a coroner’s jury in 
Sidney was told last week.
Ronald Goniez of Vancouver, Transport Canada’s 
safety officer for the pacific region, told the three- 
■ woman, two-man jury that Maxime Alphonse Guilbault 
should have carried out “two or three things’’ before 
starting maintenance work on the airport’s high voltage 
isolating panel switch.
Those safety measures included the complete shut­
down of power to the airport resulting in the airport’s 
closure; a required meeting with his two other workmen 
on the crew of which he was the foreman; and the 
wearing of a hard hat instead of a baseball-type cloth 
cap.
The jury found that Guilbault, 305-3255 Cook Street, 
died of electrocution at the airport about 1:30 p.m.
Nov. 29, 1979.
An electrician with the ministry of transport for more 
than 20 years, Guilbault apparently touched a 2,400 volt 
fuse with his cloth cap while working inside the isolating 
panel and was killed.
Gomez told the jury Guilbault had signed a form . 
indicating he had previously received the maintenance 
manual.’
As well, Gomez said the maintenance work — which 
included replacing two light bulbs in the high voltage 
panel — normally would have been done when the
airport was closed between midnight and 6 a.m.
“There is no other way of doing it,’’ said Gomez.
“The airport must be shut down.’’ He said in order to 
close the airport for such . maintenance work, the 
authorities must be notified at least 12 hours 
beforehand or the work must be done when the airport 
is normally closed — between midnight and 6 a.m. at 
Victoria airport.
Gomez said he did not know why Guilbault didn’t 
either shut down the airport or perform the work when 
the airport was closed.
Gomez added that Guilbault might not have been 
killed had he been wearing his hard hat instead of the 
clothcap."
He, said instead of touching the fuse with his cloth 
cap, Guilbault would have touched it v/ith the hard hat 
which would have probably simply given him “a good 
jolt”.
T^ other two rnembefs of the work crew, William 
Albert James Howie of 2009 Seamount Place,
Saanichton, and Norman Turner of 2469 Turner Road, 
Victoriai earlier tekified that Guilbault may not have > 
fuse he toiiched was there.
Guilbault told the two men that the three front fuses , 
in the panel were electrically dead and he had tested 
them with a voltage meter.
However, Guilbault pointed to the back of the panel 
and told Howie and Turner the fuses back there were 
. still live. He then put his head and part of his shoulders 
inside a small access door in the panel and looked up.
It was here that authorities think he touched the live 
2,400-volt fuse.
The fuse was situated just above the opening, said 
Turner, and Guilbault probably did not see it because of 
the peak on his baseball cap.
“He would never have gone in there if he had seen 
it,” said Turner. He added that they were not looking 
for the fuse because they were checking out the larger 
fuses in the panel.
Howie said that about 20 to 30 seconds after 
Guilbault had climbed into the fuse access door he 
heard a “buzzing”, turned and saw a flashing.
About the same time Turner turned toward the panel 
and saw smoke coming from Guilbault’s back. Each 
man warned the other not to touch Guilbault.
While Howie raced some 800 feet to a kiosk where all 
the power could be shut off, Turner tried unsuccessfully 
to push a control handle into the panel to shut off the 
unit.
Guilbault’s body then fell free of the panel before 
either could be done.
After deliberating for about 40 minutes, the jury 
brought in an accidental death verdict and made the 
following recommendations;
•The 2,400-volt single-phase transformer be relocated 
inside the high voltage cubicle where it could be seen so 
that an electrician could do a physical voltage test on it;
. .Jind
•A warning sign be placed adjacent to the control 
handle on the outside of the unit saying it was not 
disconnect switch and that control voltage would still be 
present in all switch positions.
'‘■'I'll*'.' f ' ' ' ' ' ’I'l 1 , il'
i.i > . '
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Thwarting the people 
who like to playgames
Town administrator Geoff Logan said Monday 
Sidney council is considering taking legal action against 
five people who have once again fallen into arrears with 
their property taxes.
Tax arrears in Sidney amount to $40,000 and already 
legal proceedings against some people are underway, he 
said.
Annual deadline for payment is June 30. From July 
on there’s a five per cent penalty on unpaid taxes and in 
September another five per cent is added. And at the 
end of the year taxes in arrears are subject to another 
penalty — a 12 per cent per annum interest charge.
Most people pay on time but “there are some who 
like to play games,” Logan said. Like accepting the 10 
per cent penalty and leaving their money in the bank to 
earn 12 per cent interest.
“That way they make two per cent,” Logan said.
But Sidney council is trying to thwart the idea of
using the municipality as a financing agent, he said.
“We’re short of that money we don’t collect. And we 
have.10 find it or force people into legal proceedings.
“Then there’s the legal costs — a charge against the 
property owners,’^Logan pointed out.
Why should “Jim Jones” — who’s paid his taxes 
every year — suffer because “Bill Brown” doesn’t, he 
said.
In some instances — if it’s a “hard case” — council 
extends a little sy.’iipathy, Logan said. “But some 
people in arrears own commercial property and 1 see no 
reason why they shouldn’t pay their taxes.”
He said legal hetion is being considered against D.W. 
Couch, Sidney, who owed $1,668 in back taxes; F.G. 
Day, Sidney, $1,053; R.B. Wyckham, Sidney, $508; 










Approx. 400 Square Ft.
FOR INFORMATION CALL
656-3226
! SIDNEY MEAT MARKET
9786 - 2nd Street 
FAMILY BUTCHER SHOP
WE DO FREEZER PACKS - FREEZER ORDERS
656-7535
Family Restaurant
812 VERDIER, BRENTWOOD BAY
For Chinese and Western Food
DINE IN - TAKE OUT 




ARE YOU ELIGIBLE TO VOTE?
Yea, if you tire a Canadian citi’/.en, age 18 or over, 
and were re.Hiding in Canada on Deeembt'r 31, 
1979.You will already have received your Notice 
of Enumeration Card in tho mail, if you were 
onumortited for the last General Election. This 
card conlinn.H that your name is on the Voters’ 
List for the February IHth Federal Election.
YOU MAY NOT HAVE 
RECEIVED YOUR CARD IN THE 
MAILBECAUSE-V
Hlnct) lust May 22n(l ■..
• You've moved
• You’ve turned IH
• You've elninKed your
• You've become n Cuniidian Citi/.en
• You were not emimeriited fi»r the 
last General Election.
YmRcmn- c
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Mr.Ji-m Miirr linmri.
Piihlinhed hy thv Chiff Klrclnrnl Officer of Coiuula,










Skylark 100% Whole Wheat or 
Homestyle. 24 o*. (680 g) Sliced Loaf
S«/-o/r Frozen 
12i)z. (340 g) Package
Tojfe TeHs 14 fl. oz.^ .ImDTin . ilinS 11
Lucerne Assorted 
500 g Tub ;. k : .
21b. (907 g) Bag
KTm** (284 g) Jar ..Instant Coffee
lce:Milk:Bnwf^lSS.v:^
Mimi HflaAn&iP Kellogg's White or Brown
gfiini ;:fin®ylS 425:Paekoge
>■ V/ ruyiurj isaiic Poekooe of-ioo....  ___
Facial lissaeSt*’”'’"' Nestle Qolk Instont Chocolate 




Ccitelli . . .
Whole, Stewed 
or Crushed.
14 fl. oz. (398 mL) Tin
Hunt's
5’/2 fl. oz. 
(156 mL) Tins
Lucerne Creamed 
or 2%, I kg Tub .
M ” I Garlic Spread Lawry's 
no g Size 79‘ 1 Tomato Sauce 14 fl, oz. (398 mL) Tin Dinner Rolls”""*Package of 12's
Safeway Brand. 
Portly Skimmed 
or Full Fat 
















‘Mushroom... . . . . .
Mrt.W9ht's 
White or Whole Wheat 
12oz, (340 g) Pkg, ,
Hunf't













'll'* ■ l(b.(454 g)Bop
■Vi ^ I,r ,
........................................................... ... .............. ................. I- . , . , ,
' \ '■ •' !' VV: : vv-'i'v.;., ■ . ;; ■■, ■
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Assorted 1 Ply. ,, ,,,,, ll Pkg.
'■■■■ ii.;
L%mUTU..... 33 Wfilll Wi fWl4 H.
; , , , I
'■■".■*■'if i'V
t.„;,..,,.37‘ ' MatwaianejapSttate,....,n-^> ioo'Boj)s^4i^w.. . . . . . . . . . . ^
■■ ' RaspberryJamJrr-'iL.un..:;,»P.' •: '■ ]||t I..
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Pride of Canoda 
1 lb. (454 g) Package
Snaekery
Deluxe
400 9 Package ■ ■ • ■
<3u$fo. Frozon 
Pepperoni & Cheese. 




Pride Of Canada 
1 lb. (454g) pkg .!
Gusto. Frozen.
All Dressed.
13 oz. (369 g) Pkg.
.29 In the Piece. jGainers, Rindless. j






1 lb. (454 g) Pkg. . ■
Maple Leaf. 
Frozen.





Size 30's & 40's 







7.5 oz. (212 g) Package • • • •
















© Best Buy 
© 40/60/100 
• Wott.
® Package of 2;
in
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Reg Cole’s rink, with Vance Thompson, Sam 
Mutlow, and Bill Powell, were runners-up in D division 
of the Esquimalt Bonspie! recently. The remainder of 
the Glen Meadows senior mens entrants fared 
reasonably well.
Ralph Mixley led his rink to a fourth place finish in C 
division, and Ernie Jolly’s rink finished in fourth place 
in division B. The Mixley rink included Bob Nicholson, 
Bruce Jones and Bob Frame, while Jolly’s rink includes 
B. Howell, Frank Jolly, and Hi Robinson.
Senior curlers will be getting their rinks organized and 
entries finalized for the Glen Meadows spiel which 
commences Feb. 19.
Les Taylor, 1976 Jeffree 
Street, Saanichton, became 
the first bowler to surpass 
4(X) pins during a single 
game at Miracle Lanes in 
Sidney since the alleys re­
opened.
A stubborn corner pin 
refused to fall in the ninth 
frame of Taylor’s second 
game during regular league 
play Jan. 15, and spoiled 
his bid for a perfect game. 
Despite a slight stumble 
during the delivery of the 
second ball in the tenth 
frame Taylor managed to 
strike-out.
The 418 total is the 
personal best for the 65- 
year-old bowler, although 
he has rolled one previous 
game above 400 pins in his 
40 years of bowling. In 
1973, at Wilson’s in 
Esquimalt, Taylor rolled e
403, and in the late 1960s, 
he says, he consistently 
rolled in the 350 range.
Taylor says he was in his 
prime in the late 1960s and 
rolled for two leagues at 
that time in Vancouver. His 
averages were 236, and 231
respectively, and his per­
sonal best total for three 
games occurred at that time 
as well, when a 351, 357 and 
228 series amassed 936 pins.
He’s glad the 418 score 
occured at Miracle Lanes, 
and thanks -his teammates
and opponents for their 
efforts in keeping the 
mounting pressure at bay 
during the game. It was the 
excitement generated by 
those around him which 
kept him going, he said, 
especially following the 
ninth frame spare.
“That corner pin looked 
so small and distant,’’ he 
says, “1 was sure 1 would 
miss it, but the support 
from everyone seemed to 
pull me through’’.
Taylor said string- 
operated equipment used at 
Miracle Lanes does not 
allow the freedom of pin 
action that free-standing 
pins do, and there is a 
tendency for bowlers to 
leave corner pins standing. 
The strings apply weight 
and deOection to the- pins 
and scores are consistently 
lower he said.
Taylor was not alone in 
the high score department 
last week, as alleys manager 
Lyall Riddell rolled a 340 
single for a 753 pin three 
game total.
Not to be outdone, 
Colleen Riddell led the 
ladies with a 772 total, and 
a 273 single, which closely 
followed Vi Davis’ 307 
single. Viv Wallace rolled a 
294 single for a 702 three 
gametotal.
Action during division 4 senior men’s soccer match between 
Sidney and Castaways Jan. 20. Castaways won 2-0. Tom Cronk 
photo.
SPORTS SHORTS
Senior Men’s Hockey: Sidney Freight Flyers of the 
Sidney Senior Men’s Hockey League met and defeated 
the second place Fennel’s Trailer Service squad from 
the Ivan Temple League at Panorama Jan. 19.
Shumka, Stubbington, and Lewis, each scored three 
goals for Sidney Freight during the 13-6 contest while 
Phillips and Lindsay each logged two for Fennel’s.
Senior Soccer: Division 4 Sidney F.C. lost to 
Castaway’s, 2-0 in a match at Parkland school Jan. 20.
Castaway’s scored in the first half and once again late 
in the game which was played on a slippery field with ice 
just below turf level.
The loss leaves Sidney with a record of 4 wins, 6 losses 
and 2 ties for the season. This was their first game since
.t's getting close to renewal time for Autoplan insurance. The deadline 
is Febmary 29th for the majority of B.C. motorists.
Although rates are up by 10% because of increased costs, individual premiums may 
increase
Your Autoplan insurance for 1980 also features some new built-in benefits for 
everyone and some new options you should consider for your 






Like everything else, the cost of 
settling hotlily injury cliiinis eon- 
tiniies to rise, So, for your 
greater protection,we have in­
creased the compulsory 
minimum forThird Party Liability 
insurance to $100,eXX) front 
$75,(XX). For the nine out of 10 
motorists who carry more 
than just the minimum coverage, 
there will he no extra coat,
before they became eligible for a 
Safe Driving Vehicle li)iscount, 
Now, the di,scount can be applied 
without the waiting period and 
it is based on the owner's previous 
claim record. A one-year clainv 
free record earns a l,5"ii discount; 
two years earns 3,5‘in; three 
qualifies for 32)i?n. This cliange 
principally benefits people buy­
ing an additional vehicle and new 
residents to the province,
cover accidents where the insurance 
of the driver at favdt is not suf­
ficient to cover claims for bodily 
injury and death. If you are 
the victim of an accident, and you 
carry this option you arc pro- 
teetetf to the limit of your own 
Third Party Liability coverage.
2. INCREASED NO-FAULT 
ACCIDENT BENEFITS 
Recognizing the higher cost of 
living, a number of no-fault accident 
benefits are being increased, 
n Weekly benefits increased to $1(X) 
from $75.
n Dependent benefits increased to 
$25 from $15 a week,
« Funeral expenses increased to 
$1,0(X) from $750,
;CoyERXCiE
3. SAFE DRIVING VEHICLE 
DISCOUNT CHANGE
Amajor change in the discotmi 
program came into effect last 
September, It waives the earlier 




In some U.S. states and Canatlian 
provinces, your right to recover 
eo.sts for damage to your veliicle 
through the courts is legally 
prohibited when a resident of that 
state or province is at fault in 
the accident. This new Autoplan 
feature, which is included as 
paitof your basic coverage at no 
extra cost to you, provides for 
payment of your collision damage 
cost to the extent tltnl you are 
not at fault ft)!'the accident.
2 SUPPLEMENTARY NO-EAUIT 
ACCIDENT BENEFITS 
If you feel tlte current disability ami 
deatli benefits offered under 
the Mo-Fault Accident Benefits 
schedule are insufficient to 
cover your needs, this erptibn allows 
you to buy a higher leyel tif 
benefits for an additional premium.
n The first step will be taken to­
wards removing geographical 
location as a rating factor. As a 
re.sult, premiums will increase 
in some territoiies and decrease 
in others.
ffl The Safe l!)riving Incentive Grant 
will be di.scontinued because 
the young, single, male tlrivers 
who received this grant will
the Christmas holiday.
Coaches Clinic: Minor Hockey coach Lou Neudecker 
said the coaches clinic held during the weekend, 
promoted aspects of the game which are too advanced 
to instigate at the level.of play in the peninsula area, 
y ^ Neudecker, Jith Puckett, and Ron Eyans,...attended 
the clinic to obtain their level three certifications; but, 
said Neudecker, the information gained really won’t 
help bur kids much.
The three men require level three certification because 
next season only level three coaches will be entitled to 
coach Rep‘A’teams.
premiums
m An additioiujl premium is no 
longer required for im occasional 











For an additional premium you can 
now extend your protection to
Autoplan'80 
will also intro­
duce Phase I 
of the FA.ML. 
program, 
rhe premium you pay may be 
affeeted by dne or more of the.se 
changes: —
M Sex and marital status will ho
rcwnv/'tl .'PJ rating factors. This
will mean a decrease of about 
dCPn in the average premium paid 
by male vebirle owner»inr |
princip.ll operators imder ,30 years
'V'Of age.'^
If you have .iny questions, consult 
your independent Autopliin agent,
01 your Motor Licence Office. Be sure 
to pick up your Motorist Kit when 
renewing your insurance. It contains 
a handy pocket to protect your in­
surance and registration documents, 
useful information if you have 
an accident and details of Autoplan 
insur.ince for 1980.
Renew early and take time to 
discuss the new coverages ami your 




If you think getting a 
grant from the provincial 
government is ca.sy, talk to 
Eric Etherington.
Ethcrington is director of 
Sidney Little League .and 
lias spent the bust 20 muiitlis 
attempting to get assistance 
from the provincial 
government to build 
another ball park in Sidney.
“It really sounds so 
simple," said Etherington, 
“but it’,s not." Though he 
finally did get the $ 12,000 
grant, he liad to do it 
virtually all on his own.
He Started by tracking 
down a number of estiniatcs 
on the construction and 
material costs. Tlien he 
went to the ministry of 
transport for permission to 
build the park, to Sanscha 
Hall board for their per- 
mls.sion, and finally to 
Sidney council for its 
"blessing".
But he was turned down 
for a recreational grant 
because the government 
said there were adequate 
facilities at Wain Park. "I 
said we wanted the park 
here. Wain Park isn’t in 
Sidney," said Etherington.
So he approaclicU Curtis 
and was given n firm "yes" 
— support for the park 
would bo forthcoming. But 
Curtis' assistant ■ ■' v,ju» ha.s 
since left — ttiined down 
the proposal, said 
Etherington.
Filially, with the help of 
the late Aid, Peter Oram, a 
report on the ball park was 
.submitted to the recreation 
vlep.mmem. Hie result: the 
provincial government
would foot one-third of the 
cost, but the league would 
have to come up with two- 
thirds.
Ethcrington approached 
Curtis again and this time 
was given foniis for the 
provincial lottery grant in 
which tlie league could 
receive 100 per cent 
nnaiicing.
Finally, the league was 
awarded the grant, But still 
tlie clieque did not come. 
"They kept putting me off 
by saying the letter is being 
prepared," said 
Eihcilngton.
And though the eventual 
letter W'us dated Nov, 22, ^ 
1979, the league did not 
receive the cheque until 
after the now year.
Of course, in tlic 20 
nuiiitlis since the original 
estimate, costs have in­
creased, and the grant will 
not cover all of the planned 
construction, but it will 
bclp.
Included In the plan is a 
system of underground 
sprinklers,’ a regulatloivslzc 
playing field, and concrete 
doiigouis. The park will be 
located on Eighth Street 
nnd will he for players ages 
eight, nine and 10.
"With the field here, it 
will be very handy," said 
Eiliciingtoii. "WccHii now 
have teams come here, and 
it may even bring in a Hole 
revenue for the town."
He said last year some 80 
to 100 kids were involved In 
the league, but with the 
increased population in the 
area, forecasts "more kids 
than ever" will join,
III w
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shine
By TOM CRONK
Peninsula Eagles, the 
local Bantam ‘B’ Rep 
hockey team has not only 
been playing excellent 
hockey of late, but were the 
only ‘B’ division club in­
vited to attend the Racquet 
Club Bantam ‘A’ Tour­
nament, last weekend.
The club did not fare 
badly considering that the 
entire slate of entrants 
besides themselves were ‘A’ 
Rep teams, and they 
managed to defeat Racquet 
Club in their final contest 
of the tourney.
In their first match, 
Kerry Park of Mill Bay 
defeated the local squad 4- 
1, and then the team suf­
fered an 8-0 loss at the 
hands of Nanaimo. Their 
third game was also a loss 
to Powell River, (the 
eventual winners of the 
tournament with a 6-3 
victory over Saanich,) 8-2, 
although the team played 
better hockey than the score 
would suggest.
The fourth and final 
game of the tournament 
brought, all frustrations
under control, and the 
Eagles left Racquet Club 
winless, with a 5-3 victory 
over the home team.
Jeff Shaw enjoyed a 
brilliant weekend, scoring 
five of the Eagle’s eight 
goals in the tournament, 
and Rick Puckett played 
well.
The tournament fell on 
the heels of the Eagle’s 6-5 
victory over Oak Bay, Jan. 
17, at the Oak Bay 
Recreation Centre. Rick 
Puckett led the team to 
victory with his third hat- 
trick of the season and 
additional peninsula goals 
were scored by Darren 
Tomlin, Murray Harper, 
and Danny Girard. ■
Sean Stfandberg and 
Brad Post continued to 
share the goalkeeping 
duties.
Ten of the 22 penalties 
levied during Ihe game were 
called during a rowdy 
second period, and the 
larger Oak Bay team was 
left playing ‘catch-up’ 
hockey, conlinually. The 
Eagles outshol Oak Bay 22- 
16.
Jeff Shaw and remainder of jubilant 
Peninsula Eagles squad congratulate 
goaltender following 5-3 victory over Racquet 
Club in invitational tourney for Bantam 'A' 
hockey teams. Tom Cronk photo.
One reason the 
youngsters from Parkland 
Secondary School will have 
fun on a musical exchange 
with students from Jasper 
Place high school in 
Edmonton is that they wiB ■ 
travel to the prairie city on 
Via Rail and many of the 
. young people have never 
before been on a train.
The exchange was ap­
proved ah a Jan: 14 school 
board; meetirig. It involves 
some '70. iband and chorus i 
;Students from: each school, o 
Edmontori youngsters will 
: ; visit this area^ ifi: lath; jApril; > 
; and_ the return visit will be 
made in May.
Parkland principal Joe 
; Lott told school trustees
expenses would be cut to a 
minimum and ac- 
comniodatiori and meals 
would be provided by 
families of exchanging 
students.
Board members thought 
it was a great idea —•
particularly the 
journey.:
> y V O
This Week's Special
Soup or Salad 






S52-11462476 Mt, Newton X 
On Patricia Bay Highway, 5 Miles From Ferry
AMERICAN EXPRESS, MASTER CHARGE. CHARGEX"
J- /
train













5 LB. BAG lB. ^^
CHICKEN
BREASTS
APPROX. I I 29
3 LB. BAG LB, ::
TURKEY
HINDQUARTERS
1 .Weight loss in cutting, boning and trimming v/l|l increosethe price
1 ' ; ' per pound. ■ , r
Mdn.-Thur.'S-S p.ln.; Fri.:8-6 p.m.; Closed Sat. & Sun.
Island View Freezer Ltd.
I . 7005 E. SAANICH RD./'f ' V;652-2411.
m
Following their hesitant 
decision to enter ‘AA’ class 
competition rather than ‘A’ 
division, Parkland Panthers 
are off to a fine start in the 
1980 season.
The team recorded 
victories in their first two 
matches, reminiscent of last 
s'eason’s squad which
captured the Island 
championship and finished 
in sixth place in the B.C. 
Tournament.
The Panthers faced Oak 
Bay on their home floor 
Jan. 15, and emerged with a 
68-59 victory, due to ex­
cellent play by Dexter 
Williams who netted 23 
poinis and John Ibbotson 
who sank 19. Both 
Ibbotson and Williams are 
remnants of last season’s 
squad,
Victoria High School was 
next to taste defeat at the 
Panther’s hands, in a 61-58 
contest, .Ian. 17. Ibbotson
and Allan Benn each scored 
16 points for the local team.
The Panther’s record 
stands at two wins and one 
loss for the season which 
leaves them two points 
behind league leading 
Mount Douglas Rams.
Kelly Hunter .scored 15 
points for the Panthers girls 
team, Jan. 15, when they 
defeated Oak Bay , 45-35, 
and on; the ,17th the girls 
continued to win with a 38- 
22 victory over Reynolds,
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 






In Downtown Sidney 
f Across from' Sidney Hotel
iryihg CHiCKEi^ j;
FRESHWHOLE "U" GR:^y^ j j j
PORK SIDE
HEAVY Prev. Frozen lb 79^
Raratfi
OPERATORS




LEG OF PORK ROAST
FRESH Boneless ib.^T^’
FULLY COOKED HAM 
SHANK BUTT END HAM STEAK
LA«flB SHOULDEIL XTOPSLf:'f :::ib.^li’-:
leg op lamb; : rf :}
LAMB LOIN lb,
BEEF: RIB steaks: CANADA GR. 'A'y
STANDING RIB ROASTS CANADA GRADE 'A' lb. 
SIDE BACON SMOKEHOUSE ^ lb.




DEADLINE DATE APRIL 30,1980
It you are ul'Oiblo lo apply loi tiui* ('Ii0f|r,;\iri. oti Ttio tCMinriurSiMiiiinl Uivnl icf IP/'tl ir. at.ipuKi
tain your applic.aiions Iforn ollicus ol iiw Ftntich rniDlrtly,
Columbia Miniuify ol Aijuculiutii, B.irii<i:., Cipcl'i lUipiicaliofic (Mji.imarKod rio iiiiof uiau April
Unioriri.' Farm Crtirtil Corpoiaiion (Koiowna) .TOilWiOlo ; / ,
f-edoral Butiirioiis Dovi,MOpm*iiit Oank aiKi:vol-, 
()fnnr.T.nnd Act (Vancfjuviirl
farm opnralorr. am adviiiod lo lilo tiiipiicuiionG 
early to avoid doi.-iy m rocuivinq rmnoiii'S
BREAD DOUGH EASY BAKE 5's
FROZEN PEAS BRENTWOOD 2 lb 
SUNSQUEEZE
ORANGE JUICE 12 oz.
NEWI GARDEN MEDLEY „
MIXED VEGETABLES Big 2 Ib’’’! ^^
SILVERWOOD MEADOW GOLD
ICECREAM 4 Litre
SWIFT CANADIAN Chic, loaf, Mac &
COLD MEAT cheese, Bologna, etc. 6 oz, ph. . . . .




POWDERED MILK MILKO 2.5 kg. Makes 25 litres
AUTO. LOW SUDS DETERGENT all 8 4 kg 
GRAPEFRUIT SECTIONS 4 STAR BRAND;: 14 oz. tirr 
TOMATO JUICE 4 STAR BRAND '48 oz. tirr 
NESTLE'S PUDDING Rice, Tapioca, etc. 14 oz. 
CREAMED NONET BEE CEE 2 Ib.
SPAGHETTI SAUCE RAGU Mushroom or Meat 14 oz.'
f' U RT H [■ 13 F; I JO UIBIF. G MAY B F. iT) IHF (‘T1L. D 10 1H1; 
ADDRESG lIGirD ABOVF: OB B'l T'PUCM'JY
AQRICULTUHAL CREDIT BRANCH, VICTORIA
AT L,OCAl, 213 OH
VELVEETA
PROCESS CHEESE i kg
TEATIME
TEA BAGS lOO's
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Central Saanich Ratepayers Assoc.
ANNUAL MEETING
Wed., Jan. 30, 8 P.M. 
Central Saanich Municipal Hall
Nominations for Directors phone
652-3114




for LAW COURSE 
Feb. 6,
9 a.m. -12 noon
Do Law Books and 
Legalese Baffle You?
Join the Library Staff in a special Course
HOW TO USE LEGAL MATERIALS
Sponsored By The Legal Services Commission
To Pre-register, Phone 656-3713
NOTICE or p^
Notice is hereby given that all persons who deem 
themselves to be affected by the proposed 
amendments to the Zoning Bylaw No. 345, 1969, 
will be afforded an opportunity to be heard on the 
^matters: contained, therein before the Council ofi 
the Town of Sidney at a PubHc Hearing to be held j 
in the Couricii ‘ Chambers, Town Hall, 2440 
Sidney Avenue, Sidney, B.C. on Monday, 
February 4th, 1980, at 7:30 p.m.
A copy of the proposed bylaws maybe inspected 
at'the Town Hall, Sidney, B.Gi^^^fromMonday to 
Friday between the hours of 8:30 a.'rti;'and 4:30 
p.m.
The effect of these bylaws will be to amend the 
Zoning Bylaw as follows:
BYLAW NO. 668
To, rezone Lot 10, Block 13, Section 10, Range 4 
East, plan 381, from T-Institutional’ to ‘C- 
Commerciar for the purpose of converting the 




“We have been treated 
very badly by the postal 
service,’’ said Central 
Saanich Aid. George 
MacFarlane Monday night.
“All we get is labour 
trouble, poorer service, 
poorer service, poorer 
service... and now, 
elimination of service.”
MacFarlane was 
responding angrily to a 
letter from the Canadian 
Postmasters and Assistants 
Association in which plans 
were outlined for Saturday 
closing of postal stations in 
all small communities in 
Canada.
“We’ve got to do 
something here,” he said 
bluntly. “There are some 
very valid reasons for 
Saturday opening here. For 
some people it is their only 
chance to visit' the post 
office.”
MacFarlane said that 
because of reduced service 
throughout the week even 
now he does not get minutes 
of council’s meeting until 
Saturday.
Council agreed to send a 
letter to the postmaster 
general asking for in­
formation on the proposal 
and to state in the strongest 
terms that the community 
does not support such a 
move.
In other business. 
Council received a petition 
from residents opposing the 
“absolutely ridiculous new 
construction on the West 
Road.”
Aid. Percy Lazarz 
commiserated with 
petitioners but told council 
he had called a halt to the 
construction three weeks 
ago and the situation is well 
in hand.
fcl-
Liberal Gerry Kristianson Tory MP Don Munro
BEACON; AVENUE:,





















To rczone Lots 12 mid 13, Block 14, Sections 10 
and 11, Range 4 Ea.st, Plan 381, from 'C-; 













They may not be able to vote, but that doesn’t mean 
high school students don’t know what’s going on.
The three federal candidates for Esquimalt-Saanich 
found that out Thursday afternoon when they were 
quizzed by students At the riding’s first all-candidates 
meeting of the 1980 election at Stelly’s secondary 
school.
Students’ questions ranged from Trident to 
Afghanistan, and included the proposed mortgage 
deductibility plan, and Sidney’s breakwater.
Liberal hopeful. Dr. Gerry Kristianson opened the 
meeting noting, “Just over a week ago 1 had no in­
tention of running.”
Kristianson said he was “propelled” to stand for 
office primarily because of the Conservative govern­
ment’s refusal to fund Trident Aircraft Ltd.
He told some 250 students he had been spending more 
time trying to save Trident than knocking on doors. 
“That plarit is more important than any politician,” he 
, said. ' :
Meanwhile, NDP candidate Bob Cameron pointed to 
lack of jobs as one of the major issues in the election. 
“The Saanich peninsula has one of the highest 
unemployment rates in the country,” Cameron said. 
Opportunities available 20 years ago “are not available 
to the same degree now,”
Cameron said the NDP plans to revive the ship­
building industry and establish a Canadian merchant 
marine.
Finally, Cameron threw his support behind Trident, . 
asking students, “Would you rather build an airplane or 
assemble hamburgers?”
He called the Trigull “not just a good plane, but an 
excellent one” and said all that was needed to start a 
secondary industry like Trident was “positive policies to 
put us in the right direction. ”
Conservative incumbent Donald Munro told students 
that Canadians have to make up their minds “about the 
direction they want this country^ to go.”
He said the principal tonservative promise of 
“putting this country in place so we can move ahead” 
has been kept — in the form of the defeated budget. 
“The budget was the principle instrument for the first 
step in that direction,” Munro said.
Staying away from the Trident issue in his openng 
speech, Munro focused on energy problems in Canada 
— telling students that either the excise tax on gasoline 
must increase or Canadians will have to continue to 
borrow to import oil.
He discounted continued borrowing, pointing out, 
“Every man, woman and child in Canada pays $1 per 
day just to cover the interest on loans taken out by the 
Liberal government;’:’^ ^ ^
QUESTIONS FROM STUDENTS; On the Con­
servative’s mortgage deductibility plan:
Munro said opposition parties “hamstrung” the 
government before the bill could be brought to the floor 
for a vote. He said the'bill will be returned when the
government sits after the election. It will allow people 
currently renting to get into “bought accomodation”, 
said Munro.
Cameron called the plan “a bribe aimed at 
homeowners to collect votes.” Government will have to 
either increase taxes elsewhere to pay for the plan, or cut 
back somewhere, said Cameron.
Kristianson predicted the plan would increase the 
price of housing because sellers would know buyers are 
getting a break “and price accordingly.” He also told 
students the solution to the housing problem is to lower 
interest rates so people can afford to buy homes again, 
not offer mortgage deductibility schemes.
On Trident; Munro said there was already a fair 
amount of high technology work at the airport that is 
self-supporting without government funding. He added 
he had nothing more to say until after a planned 
meeting between B.C. finance minister Hugh Curtis and 
federal business and small industry minister Ron 
Huntington.
Kristianson said the Trigull is simply “the frosting on 
the cake”, and that the company would have had a- 
chance to do work for other aircraft companies but 
won’t now because of the uncertainty surrounding the 
■plant. -
Cameron questioned why people are set on only 250 
jobs for the areia. “Is there something wrong with 
creating 550 or 600 jobs? We need the work and you can 
haveit.”.
NEW SUNDAY SCHOOL NOW OPEN
ST. MARY'S GHURCH HALL
CULTRA AVE. — SAANICHTON
9:30 a.m. EACH SUNDAY
Children ages 3 lb 11 years may be Registered, Piease Brlng<Them.^ -
Phone652-4311mornings hion; to Fri. Jor f^
Hallmark Cards - Gift Toys - Fabric - Wool - Notions
Clearance Prices on,::...- 
WINTER FABRICS — GIFTWARES 
: JEWELLERY
7167 W. Ssanich Rd. open: Mon.-Sat.9!00-5!30 652-3612
• Sidney council decided 
■Janl 14 :to hold a tea to 
recognize": “the various 
; yplunteers g:iserying;;:'the■
~ town’ ’STheiieans scheduled., 
'. for 3 p;rh;, Saturday, in the ■ 
senior citizens’ centre.
•Council has received a 
letter from Island View 
Marina requesting a 
meeting to discuss the 
development of its marina 
property in conjunction 
with the proposed “Sidney 
port facilities and break­
water.”
Island View Marina said 
it has commissioned 
Northwest Hydraulics Ltd. 
to draw up an alternative 
plan “showing an area 
within which the proposed 
port of Sidney as well as the 
marina with approximately 
500 to 600 boats could be 
located.”
•Sidney • council is 
probably still shaking its 
collective head over the 
Dec. 18, 1979, letter from 
the Architectural Institute 
of B.C. (AIBC) Acidrc.ssing 
the letter to “Mayor” R.H. 
Martin (Aid, Ross Martin), 
the Institute states it is 
trying to “cUirify” the
profession’s position “in 
light of recent statements 
eminating (sic) from your: 
municipality; to^^the;; effect 
th af archi teets bre no-longer: 
requifed ; fdr- bui 1 ding 
projects ; within your, 
control, : and that an 
engineer is all that is 
required,” '
The letter goes on to 
point out various legal 
rulings backing up its 
position and ask.s council to 
“continue to recognize the 
contribution I hat architects 
make to your community.”
Only problem is that no 
one on council can 
rcmenibci making any 
slatemenis about architects 
— pro or con. Mayor 
Norma Sealey said she has 
attempted to track down 
where the statement might 
have been made, but hasn’t 
had much I nek .so far.
And while Aid, Ro.ss 
Marlin got a chuckle out of 
Ihe “Mayot” attached to 
hi.s name, no one was sure 
how Dr. Gerry Kristianson 
of Saanich school board 
would take to being called 
“Mr, KristolTcrson” in the 
saiucleilcr.
' e Ald. Glen McMillan was 
sel ected to represent Sidney- 
council on the Sidney Teen 
Activity . Group - isteeri^ 
committee.
•Council will meet with f 
Saanich school board “on a 
Very informal basis” to 
discuss mutual, concerns. 
The suggestion came about 
as a result of a letter from 
the provincial ministry of 
education providing the 
council with an analysis of 
the board’s 1980 
provisional budget.
The letter suggests, “If 
your council has an interest 
in discus.sing budgetary 
matters with your local 
school district, as happens 
in many parts of the 
province, you may find the 
attached information of 
some value.”
Aid. Ross Martin advised 
that the letter was “an 
annual aticmpi to gel some 
sort of disagreement (going) 
between the municipality 
and the school board.” 
Mayor Sealey agreed, 
commenting, “It worked 
the first time.”
•A brief from Mel 
Hagglund, dircctui of the
task force bn airport 
management, drew the ireT , 
of several Sidney; cpunciL 
members. The «brief is ,a- 
responseHo some queaibnsf ; 
raised concern ing the 
proposedmanagement of 
airports by municipalities; - '
One question — possible 
financial liability if the 
town takes on management * 
of Victoria International 
Airport ■— was dismissed by 
Hagglund.
“1 would like to point out 
that in no way can this 
proposed management 
concept result in any 
liability on the 
municipality.,” wrote ' 
Hagglund.
However, Mayor Sealey 
pointed out that the brief is 
something of a “putdown”
— especially the last section 
which asks for a response 
from council one way or the 
other.
“It requires more 
response than a simple yes 
or no,” said Sealey. Aid. 
Martin agreed, com­
menting, “Send it back 
with a new eategory: none 
ofihcubovcl”
AUTOPLAN INSURANCE 1980
ing in your renewals for licence
HELP WANTED
MANNING PRIiSS LIMITED
Let oiir trained staff assist you. 




bylaw NO. 67o' ' "
To remove the restrictions in the 'C-Cornmcrclnl' 
Zone relating to printing and publishing 
cBtnhllshmcnls only.
Doted at Sidney, B.C. this I6lh day of January,
■C'q'tn.nn, ,Cj,S, Logan, 
Adminl.suiUof.
REMEMBER - the cost is the same to you whether you deal 
through us, your local insurance agent, or Mofor Vehicles Office, 
Il only takes minutes and wc will take the lime to ensure that you 
have adequate coverage.
Post-date cheques accepted. Phone us at 656-1154 to arrange an 
appointment to suit YOUHTIME.
THE S/DNEY REVIEW 
REQUIRE THE SERyiCES 
OE A MmJRE PERSON WITH 
SEVERAL YEARS EXPERIENCE 
TO HANDLE
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE, 
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE, PAYROLLS 
AND SALES TAX RECORDS.
WK POSITION INVOLVES SOMT TYPINa. 
Please reply in writ ing to 
Box 2070. Sidney, B.C,. V8I. .tS.5
gelM
„ The January meeting of 
Sidney Rotary Anns was 
held at the home of Mrs, 
Sadie Holloway. In the 
absence of the president, 
the meeting was conduclccl 
by Mrs. Helen Hooker,
A .welcome was extended 
to Mrs, Sliaron Elsom, a 
prospective new member. 
Also iJicseni was Miss 
Akemi Koida, a Rotary 
Excliangc Student frin 
Japan, and Miss Corrinn 
Norrie from New Zealand.
This wn.s the last meeiing 
for Corrinn to attend before 
returning home lo her
WE NEED YOUR
2444 Beacon Ave, 656-1154 Sidney
|\Ve will he open SHiurdnys 
during lebriittryl
.\s our community gets larger more men and women arc needed to make the 
local unit of the Cancer Society successful, If you could spare time to do 
typing, promote an education program, help with pnblidfv, nr, assist in onr 
April Campaign, we would uppreciaic hearing from you.
riease Call HARVEY CURRIE at £56-2701.
native land, Members were 
told she would be sadly 
ntissed by all, but Corrina 
promised to keep Rotary 
Anns informed of her 
fiiutrc endenvers. The 
exchange student was 
described as nn exccllant 
ambassadress of her 
country.
Treasurer, Mrs, Ruby 
Scutt, reported receiving 
letters of thanks from the 
Peninsula Hospital Medical 
Library^ the Salvation 
Army, and the Save the 
Children Fund for 
donations received from the 
club.
This month it was 
decided to contribute $2(X) 
lo Sidney I'irc Department 
Fund, and $101) to tlte 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
day care centre,
Members were asked to 
considci aiianKcments loi a 
jumble sale this coming 
spring,
'I'hc meeting closed iuid 
icficshmcnts wcie enjoyed 
by nil,
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Jail term for break-in
Three persons charged in 
connection with the June 19 
break-in at Fay’s Brent­
wood Dry Cleaners, 7183 
West Saanich Road, were 
found guilty last week by a 
Victoria county court jury.
Lori Still, 25, and Robert 
John Woolcock, 23, were 
each found guilty of 
breaking and entering with 
intent to commit an in­
dictable offence.
John James Pilatzke, 33, 
pleaded guilty to the same 
offence at the start of the 
five-day trial. He was also 
found guilty of posse.ssion 
of a steel file for the pur­
pose of committing an 
- assault.
It took the jury seven 
hours and 50 minutes to 
deliberate on the verdict.
In what Judge M.L.T. 
Drake described as unusual 
but quite proper, each juror 
was also polled at the 
request of the defence to 
give individual verdicts 
following the traditional
collective verdict. Each 
juror gave an individual 
guilty verdict.
The jury had bee:n told 
earlier in the trial that 
Pilatzke, had been arrrested 
inside the dry cleaning store 
about midnight June 19 
after Central Saanich police 
Const. Neil Laing fired two 
warning shots and then two 
shots which struck Pilatzke 
in the chest and shoulder.
Laing said he went to 
Brentwood Shopping 
Centre after the detachment 
had received a call from a 
neighbour who had heard 
glass breaking. '
The constable proceeded 
to check the doors and 
windows of the centre and 
saw a broken window at the 
dry cleaning store. He 
looked inside where he saw 
some clothing. He thought 
it was a person crouched 
down, so he reached his 
hand inside and touched it 
and Pilatzke stood up.
Pilatzke was holding an .
instrument in his right hand 
which the constable said he 
took to be a firearm. Laing 
said Pilatzke was swearing 
at him and began climbing 
through the window, after 
Laing had already told him 
to drop the instrument.
Laing said he fired one 
shot to Pilatzke’s right, but 
the man continued to climb 
through the window. The 
constable fired a second 
warning shot and after 
Pilatzke yelled that the 
policeman was really in 
trouble now, Laing aimed 
his third shot at Pilatzke’s 
shoulder.
Laing told the court he 
thought the shot missed, so 
aimed a fourth shot at 
Pilatzke’s chest, hitting 
him.
Pilatzke lowered his right 
arm and the instrument and 
still swearing climbed back 
inside and went into the 
rear of the store.s
Meanwhile , Const.
Bruce Smith who was the 
first to arrive on the scene 
returned from chasing a car 
in which he found Still and 
Woolcock a half mile away.
While Smith covered the 
front of the store, Laing 
climbed in the broken 
window and opened the 
rear door for Smith to come 
in.
They found Pilatzke on 
the floor with a metal file 
under his shoulder.
Still was handed a 
suspended sentence and 
placed on probation for a 
year after* Drake said the 
circumstances surrounding 
her were minimal.
He also said she had a 
young child to care for and 
he would treat the case as a 
first offence.
Still’s lawyer, Brian 
MacKenzie, said she had no 
funds to pay a fine, and 
probation would not be 
inappropriate. Crown 
counsel Robert Mulligan
said he did not disagree 
with the submission.
However, Woolcock 
received a one-year jail term 
despite a request from his 
lawyer for a lighter sen­
tence.
Drake told Woolcock his 
case was different than 
Still’s because the jury 
apparently believed he was 
an active partner in the 
break-in.
Drake also noted a 1977 
robbery conviction which 
resulted in a three-year 
penitentiary term.
Woolcock’s lawyer, 
Malcolm Macaulay, asked 
for a sentence that would 
not lengthen the remaining 
three months of the robbery 
sentence. But Mulligan did 
lot agree, saying the break- 
■n occurred while he was on 
parole and there should be 
an additional and sub­
stantial penalty.
Pilatzke will be sentenced 
















Indesit 10 cu. ft. Refrigerator $
White, manual defrost. $439.95
Royal Tank Vacuum Cleaner $ |
plus 8 piece kit. $243.50
G.E. Baseboard Heater ^






Orange/Brown, 600 Watts $34.95
Donna Heighes as Cinderella 
Season production of famous tale.
Few stories have a greater fascination for children 
and adults than Cinderella. It has been an English 
pantominie favorite for more than a century and has 
been translated into Russian ballet, Italian opera and 
American musical comedy as well af the Walt Disney 
film.
5 The Four' Seasons Musical Theatre present a; niusical 
version of ■ the beloved tale at 2 p.m. March 15 at 
PatklahdSischodl^Pridr to the Sidriey performance, The 
company will be playing J an. 26 and Feb: 2, 9, 16 arid 
23 at McPherson Playhouse; March 8 at Cedar Hill 
Recreation Centre, 3220 Cedar Hill Road; and March 9 
at Esquimalt Recreation Centre, 527 Fraser Street. All 
performances are at2 p.m.
The cast is headed by Donna Heighes, acclaimed for 
her portrayal of Mary Magdalene in last year’s Jesus 
Christ Superstar. The musical version is written by John 
Chapell. Don House and Steve Moysey play the ugly 
stepsisters, Vonne Shermah, the wicked stepmother.
The absent minded fairy godmother is Diane Oen- 
clron, the handsome prince, Ron Vissers. Gini Lefever is 
director and choreographer for the show.
Tickets are $2.50 on sale at the door, with special 
group rates for parties of 20 or more.
TOPS Chapter 980 met 
regularly during December 
with the exception of the 
Christmas and New Year 
holidays, when weigh-ins 
only were held. Best loser 
was Vi Quesnell with Lucy 
Patterson named runner- 
up. :
Best weekly losers were 
Roswitha Kaatz, Mary 
Hopwood and Nell . 
Moffatt. Betty McKecknie 
was presented with a gift to 
mark her seventh an­
niversary as a KOPS 
member.
On Dec. 10 the chapter 
and their guests, the 
Tuesday evening branch, 
held a Christmas party and
exchanged gifts and en­
joyed singing carols. On 
Dec. 17 co-leader Lyla 
Walker showed an in­
formative film from the 
Canadian Cancer Society 
bn self-examination for 
breast cancer.
The annual meeting of 
St. Stephen’s A.C.W. was 
held Jan. 16 at the home of 
Mrs. A.C. Ramsay, Mount 
Newton Crossroad. The 
meeting was opened by the 
Rev. Herbert Oldfield, and 
annual reports ; were 
' presented. Results of the 
election were as follows; 
president, Mrs. A.M. 
Atkinsont 'vice-president.
Mrs. W.E. Clayards; 
secretary, Mrs. W.R. Osier; 
treasurer Miss Hilda 
Butterfield; social services 
secretary,. Mrs. R. 
Schofield; Dorcas 
secretary, Mrs. Wm. 
Bremner; devotions, Mrs. 
E.J.B. Johnson. Following 
the meeting a social hour 
was enjoyed with delicious 
refreshments served by the 
hostess.
Guests for a week at the 
home of Mft and Mrs, J.T. 
McKevitt, Woodward 
Drive, were their niece and 
nephew, Mrs. and Mr. 
R ichard - : St amp, from 
Innisfail, Alberta.
Mr. and Mrs. W.E. 
Oakes of 7121 West 
Saanich Road visited their 
families at Trail, Edmonton 
and Calgary over the 
,holidays.
i ■ . " -k
Mr. and Mrs. Michael 
O’Connell of 7217 Kimpata 
Way with Lori, Cheryl and 
Patrick, enjoyed their 
Christmas and New Year’s 





Mrs. Betty O’Hara from 
Dartford, Kent, England, is 
spending a few weeks as the' 
guest of Mr. and Mrs. 
Gordon Walker, 1238 
Marchant Road.
Giotre Ltd. :
2388 Beacon Ave. 656-3422
' Fanciers-
plaifs- its lOth annual cat 
:: show 10 a;ni. to 5 p.m. Jan;;; 
26 and 27 at the Garth
J: ; v : jHb iber i;-; ^:^A
Centre, 813 ; DarwiiL
:'■■:":'.^-Victoria. ..-.T'lr:
; By holding some 
meetings in schools and 
other ; public buildings 
Saanich school board 
trustees will once again go 
through the motions of 
reaching out to the public 
— but on a limited basis.
They agreed Jan. 14 to 
hold a regular meeting in 
Royal Oak School and; if 
needed, a second meeting 
on another date, in Beaver 
l.ake School. However, if 
(he two audiences can be
combined, - so much the 
better.';
/“We stopped this 
practice some time ago 
because the only people 
who came to meetings were' 
members of the bpard,” 
said trustee Gerry 
Kristianson. “There were 
several disadvantages; it 
was awkward to meet in one 
end of a large room with a 
gallery which couldn’t hear 
the proceedings; facilities
Were o ften inadequate and 
board members ended up 
addressing the audience or 
speaking to each Other.”
Rubymay Parrot agreed. 
Totally unsatisfactory in 
the past, she said, but if the 
parents really wanted it......
Requests for such 
meetings were received 
from the Royal Oak Middle 
School Association and the 
Bcaver/Prospect Lake 
T.T.A.
Thursday; 9:30 a.m. 
lapidary, 10 a.ni. weaving, 
carpet bowling; noon; 
lunch; 1 p.m. bridge, 
dressmaking, weaving; 7 
p.m. crib.
Friday; 9:30 a.m. 
Spanish; 10 a.m. senior 
ccrumies, quilling, keep fit; 
noon, lunch, 1 p.m. chess 
club, Silver "T” Bells 
practice, .stretch and sew; 2 
p,tn. Jacko; 7 p.m. evening 
, cards.'
Saturday and Sunday: 
open I p.m. to 4 p.m. for 
drop-ins,
Monday; 10 a.m. dance 
for fun, quilllnR, billiards; 
noon, lunch; 12:30 p.m. 
ceramics; 1 p.m. swim club;
2 p.m, films; The Vacant 
Lot and Valley In a River 
"7:30 p.m. bingo.
Tuesday: 9:30 p.m. 
lapidary; 10 a.m. 
Screnaders practice, 
painting; noon, lunch 1 




Patkluhds school on 
McDonald P.irk Rond was 
the scene of a break-in 
Friday night. Thieves, 
gained cniry by breaking n 
window in the teachers' 
room. Only item reported 
missing was a piliow.
RCMI* also leport ilielis 
at three different area 
marinas this week. 
Compasses were taken from 
lionts at both Van Isk and
• Bosun's marinas, while a 
citi'zen band radio radio 
was stolen from a boat at





We are plea.scd to announce a reduction 
of 20<Vo on Homeowner’s and Tenants 
Insurance prciniums written through 
l.C.B.C.
This wiU represent a significant savings 
for the Senior Citizens of this area.
' Call''''::
SIDNEY REALTY UD.
at 656-3928 for further details
Alyce’s Fashions
Sfs almost the end of our 
GIGANTIC SALE and 
we're offering 
unreal prices!
Pant Suits and Dresses - 40% off 
Sweaters, Blouses & Velours - 30% off 
Coats & Velvets at reduced prices
Plus special values nn our 38 - 44 sizes
Sec ourSO'^h rack for c.HCcplional buys.
s Fashions




PROTECT YOUR FAMILY FROM 
CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING!
Carbon monoxide poisoning Is a very real hazard in'many homos Ihroughout 
British Columbia. This odorless, invisible killer is produced when combustion 
takes place without a proper supply of air. With tho recent drive lo conserve heat 
and energy, many homos have been made much more air-tight, nnd with tho 
combination of a burning fireplace, a gas-burning furnace and tho normal 
compllrnonl of appliancos and exhaust fans In operation, a potentially lethal 
situation can occur, Gas furnaces normally havo ihoir own air supply, however, it 
is often not of sufficient size to supply the additional air demands of fireplaces 
nnd exhaust fans. A fireplace should htwo its own air supply duct or a window 
should bo opened in the room where a fireplace Is being used. Don't take 
chancG8--loarn about Iho hazards of carbon monoxide ... have a qualified 
heating export fjhock your homo for its air supply needs.






Gas Safety Branch 










V .Established i925;i | 
; ^REAL ESTATES '! 
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2481 Beacon 656-3951 
REAL ESTATE 
......... ^INSURANCE
WATERFRONT ■ V, ocre Lands End 
Rood, level lot with beach access, 
$85,000. Phone 656-7173 alter 6 p.m. 




.9 ocres wooded lot boaulilul trees 
with sooth west sunny exposure - 
weil built conventional lomily home - 
7 yeors old, 4 bedrooms, den, lomily 
room, lireplace, rec. room, over 
2,000 sq. II. linished with two 
bathrooms - double garogo (shop) - 
sun porch lor relaxing under main 









T.L. MANN a ASSOC. 
598-5144
SUBDIViDABLE RANGELAND $750.00 
per ocre in the" sunny Okanagan 
Valley. Custom homes reasonably 
priced. Write Lebert Construction 
Ltd., Box 1056, Oliver. B.C. VOH ITO.
• 4
APPROXIMATELY Vi MILE LAKE 
FRONTAGE In Bridge Lake. 100 acres 
deeded, treed seclusion with alt 
services, zoned 5 acre subdivision. 
900 square foot bbsement log home 
plus 3 self contained units. Log 
builder retiring. Equipment available 
plus logs. Full price $95,000. Phone, 
593-4475:' '' 5
SIDNEY ACRE centrdlly located, fully 
serviced. Zoned for 15 townhouse or 
apartment units. Phone479-1800. tf 
HALF ACRE. TREED SEAVIEW, North 
Saanich, 1975 custom built, 3 
bedrooms, den, 2'/a baths, LR, DR, 2 
FP, eqyipped kitchen, fomily room, 
artist studio, workshop, vacuum 
system, drapes, electric hedt, stone 
and cedar exterior, garage, etc. 
$125,000. 9249 Pinetree, 656-6192. 4 
ONE YR OLD.— SIDNEY 3 bdrm. no 
step' home on quiet cul-de-sac, 3 
blocks from shopping fenced yard, 
close, to school, 10'/4% mortgage. 
656-2910. V V \ 4
NORTH OKANAGAN.CHALET home, 
excellent view of town and Shuswap 
Lake. ' Large tackroom - workshop- 
hayshelter, barn, corrals ond riding 





10,000 sq. ft. $2.50 sq. ft. 
triple net. Phone 656-3154. 
KEYWARD INDUSTRIES 
WARREN HOLDINGS 





ALL FORMS OF TYPING DONE in my 
homo. , Minimum charge $5.00 
Student thesis welcome. Coll Dlono 
656-2783.6 
WILL BABYSIT MY HOME Brentwood 
Boy. 652-4807. 4
TYRELL'S GARDEN SERVICE eorly 
spring garden service, pruning fruit 
trees and hedges. Bark mulch in* 
stollotion, full lawn renovating. 
Generol yard cloan*op. Call doy or 
night. 652*2087 and 652*2735.7 
RELIABLE BABYSITTER rughts S 
weekends. Call Jocelyn Greon at 656* 
0363. Sidney area, 4
RELIABLE DAYCARE my home, 
area, Phone Debbie 656-2501.
Sidney
4
HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS Large 
ond small appliances, lamps, linens, 
dishes, pots, pans. Many 
miscellaneous Items, Coll 656*6218 
for further information. 4
OUR MAILORDER CATALOGUE 
contains many old*fashioned. herd* 
to*get items; form bolls, cider 
presses, conning aids, stainless steel 
bowls, opple porers, cherry stoners, 
hand grain mills, buggies, harnesses. 
Send seif addressed stamped en- 
wftlooe for details. The Pioneer Place, 
flox639. A^rlmer. Ontario N5H 2R3. 4
1977 599 K AMERICAN LOG LOADER 
(5100 hours) D3 undercarriage. 
Cummins NH 250 engine, two moin 
drums, twin Disc 3 stage torgue 
convertor, 40 foot Bohernion Boom 
with 60" young two-point, grapple. 
This machine completely overhauled 
in April 1979 and used only one 
month since overhaul.^ For further 
information contact Dove Karron, 
Assistant Woodlands Manager, 
Jacobsen Bros. Forest Products. 
Williams Lake, B.C. V2G 2V7. Phone 
392-4121, 5
JQAN't FLOWER SHOP, Vandorhoof. 
B.C. or will consider working partner. 
Only the serious need inquire. Phone 
567-4949 or write Box 487, Von- 
derhoof, B.C. VOJ 3AQ.  4
36" JONSERED RESAW and cuber 
powered by 33 h.p. Yanmar diesel, 
hydraulic conveyer, born* shake 
machine, clipper saw powered by 10' 
h.p. Yanmor diesel, both mounted on 
40' trailer. $20,000. Phone 749-3760 
or 749-3609. 4
RELIABLE GIRL WILL BABYSIT lor
children 3 and up and do light 
housekeeping. Monday to Fridays on 
o full time basis. Greenglode School 
area 8 Morylond Dr. Wages 
Negotiable. Please Phono 656-6466 
ofterZp.in. Ask for Dole. 4








A ROUND ROXTON maple kitchen 
table with a leaf and 4 chairs $500. 
Floor length 16' wide drapes, antique 
satin, colour, celery green, $350.’ 
Both items le.ss thonil year old. 656- 
5670. A. .'- v,- .. A
GARAGE SALE 10 a.m. to 5 p.rn 
Saturdoy 26th January at 11070 
Chalet Road; Deep Cove area.':. 4
Ml ESTATE: 
WASTES TO BUY:
MAN'S & LADIES 10 speed Apollo 
bicycles. As .new, excellent con­
dition;; plus extros. Quick sale $100 
each ci'.n.o. Tel 652*2539.





Three bedroom home on 
quiet cul-de-sac, spaceous, 
easy care type oT home, 
very private fenced yard, 
double carport. Great for 






Two 3/4 acre lots in ex-1 
elusive Towner Park area of | 
North Saanich, grassy 
gently sloping view lots! 
close to beach access, Both, 
sunny location, Listed 
$38,000 each.
BIL L MOSHER 
656-7117 656-5584!
yVANTED ^ TO PURCHASE house in 
commercial building zone. Prlce'and 
particulars c/o Box G, The Review. 4
Sfr WATERFRONT FARM,, preferably in 
the Gulf of Georgio or B.C. coast. 
Require: year -round sheltered 
moorage, southern : exposure and 
ample water. Must be In excess of 10 
acres. Farm preferred. ' but will 
consider acreage that has farm 
potential. . Principio dealings 
preferred. Bonoflde private buyer. 
Write Box 151, B.C.Y.C.N.A., 808. 207 
West Hastings St.. Vancouver, B.C. 
V6B1H7: 4
FSHSOFALS
DIVORCE! $100 I- filing fees. We 
prepare your divorce papers over the 
pfione - fast. For more informotlon 
call THE LAW SHOPPE of JACK D. 
JAMES, M.B.A.. LLB, toll-free 112- 
800 663-3035 {in Voncouver orea colt 
687-2442). Chaigex and Master- 
'"horge welcomed. 38-tf
5
> 13 BAGS OF; CELLULOSE Insulation 
$75.00 and 1: single boxspring and 
mattress ' $50.00. Phone 656*7889 
afterbp.m.. ; : • • ^
DOORS! B.C.'s lowest prices! Pre­
hung interior, $19.90; solid exterior 
pre-huhg, $59; panelled doors, $39;: 
closet bi*folds, $13.90: Canada's 
largest selection. Write or phone for 
further Informotlon to Walker Door 
Ltd,. 266-721V. 1366 S.W. Marine 
Drive, Voncouver. V6P 5Z9 or 985* 
9714, 1589 Garden Avenue, North 






‘^Tlic largest one slopj 
Ec|uipiiicnt Rental Yard on | 
the Saanieli Pcniiisula. 
Authorized dealer for 
TORO, LAWNBOY and 
SNAPPER.
^VVe repair all inake.s.
Reel Mower Specialists.
tfiaiGGSaSTRAlTOMjl
Alii liorized j 
Warrant-y 
'Service Centre.'
1970 CASE 850B complete with dirt 
and clearing blades, ripper. 1500 
hours. $41500.00 o.b.o. Phone 847- 
2092. . ; V . ;- ^ : 6'
1977. CLARK MODEL 667 grapple 
skidder, 24.5x32 70% tires, fully 
enclosed cob, low hours--r Portland, s 
Ore. --$37.500.c : / :
1975 KOMATSU DSSS with standard 
bucket, fully enclosed cab, 80% U/C, 
excellent condition .— Vancouver 
■$34.500.'’
,1973.966C, with bucket and gropple, 
80% rubber, ROPS, bush guarded.
. recently ^through vshop- ^i^PriiK 
;;RupertS72;od6.':':’; :"^‘ • '
1975 kblYIATSU DESS; 2-1" tree shear/ 
bucket, bush guarded, low hours, 
new , U/C,: excellent condition ’- • 
Prince George $63,000. Phone 324- 
2446 or 853-0950. / 4
LADIES! Did you know that FASHION 
TWO-TWENTY now has o rop in 
Sidney? Phone 656-3';95. 4
PIANO LESSONS - clossicat and/or 
popular, 20 years experience - 4 
openings loft. Call Mrs. Doney 656- 
4060, Doan Park Estotos.If 
INCORPORATE! $700 plus filing fees. 
We process your Incorporotion over 
tho phone lost. Foi more information 
call THE LAW SHOPPE of JACK D. 
JAMES, M.B.A. LIB., loll free I 12-800* 
663-3035. (In Vancouver oreo coll 
687-2442). Chorgex and Master- 
charge welcomed. tf
SAAN. TiNINSUlA GUIDANCE
ASSOCIATION services for the 
family, individual, morrioge and 
family counselling. 656-1247. 2440 
Sidney Ave. (TownHoll). tf
THE GRUBER FAMILY would like to 
express our many thanks to the 
Central Soon. Police and Volunteer 
Fire Deportment for their prompt and 
efficient service at the time of our 
fother's deoth. 4
RICHARD HOWITT oronyone knowing 
his whereabouts, phone 390- 2754 or 
write Box 384, c/o The Nanaimo 
Times, P.O. Box 486, Nanaimo, B.C. 
V9R 5L5. All replies confidential and 
to his advantoge. 4
m. FSnSQNALe:
iNCOKPOfiATE! siod 'PLUS FILING* 
FEES.' Incorporate yourself - fast 
over tfie teleplione. Our forms and ^ 
typing services are lowyer approved. ' 
Call Self-Counsel. Services foU free 




- REAL ESTATE 
WANTED TO RENT
QUIE1 MATURE MAN withoul p«U 
requlroi Iwo or thros-room 
houiokoeping sulto In Ihe Sidney 
area, as soon as possible, 555-7725 
Res. 50.|f
ATTRACTIVE QUIET completely 
private I bodroom suite. Ciose lo 
town omonilios. Phono 5-7 p.m, 656- 
5367. *
A GARAGE TO RENT tor Ihe work of o 
responsible lemole lurnlluro 
rallnlshor In Sidney or Broniwood, 





Bosomont and cloon up jobs. Phone 
652-40 35 . 37-tt
INSTANT CASH FOR SILVER coins, 
CDN -1967, 1966 or prior U.S. 1964 or 
priori Buying Olympic coins. On 
location Jon. 20 , 29 ol Rodio Shack. 
2496 Beacon Avo. 4
STERLING SILVER brico broc and old 
jowollory, old family heirlooms oic, 







Com l ot I able 3 Inulroom 
bungiilow on a 50 ;x 123’ lot 
in Siilncy. 1 slinpeii living 
anti (lilting room, Kiiclicn, 
separaK; uiility area. 
SniKivt^i olf kitcItca.Mii.si 
"be sold,
' T.SOAcres''"
llocillcti just SOIIlll of 
Sidney iin l oclisido Dr, The 
propetly is ctii renlly /.cued 
lot 2 acre lots. I'oi mote 




1.0 Acre loi on Jura Rd. 
Nicely treetl. Locution Is a 
very desirable location, The 
toad lias noi yet been 
developed by Die lot making 
this a good Itolding 
• propetiy at $28,W,.
DHPI.FX
Side by Side duplex only 2 
bloeks off lloacon Ave. 
Httdi unit has I bedroom; 
kilclicii, and nlilli.s. 60 
% 120 lot. Zoning is IL3. 
Priced at $55,IMW,






FAMILY REQUIRES 3 OR 4 BEDROOM
house tor April I or sooner. Period ol 
t yr. or loss. Ptolor 5ldnoy/N. 
Snonich nieti, 656 170B, l(
LOCAL CONTRACTOR REQUIRES 500
.1,000 sq, It- ol shop area In North or 
C.nnitol SiKinlch 656'1708. Il
. riiH.HtsiY.
GROUND FLOOR olllt.e spate In 
Brenlwnod Bay, 170 lo 550 sq, (I. Bov 
238, Btejilwciod Boy, VOSJ AO, 4
fRaTlI R ."n iw.T2 Fv"«il f ‘ wnTialned
an privalft |ol, Suit working single 
$195,00 per month, I’liono 656-4337
oiler Sp-rn. - j; ;.... ^_____ __4
3 tFDNOOM* AFT. available March 
1st, (onvonlonlly located In rildney, 
ramlllesi ptelerrod, ria pels, 
lolnrencos oil request, Phrsne 656'
I 51 l6o(lot6p.m,’ , ' : 4
Clevordale Polnl ond Slegg lumber 
lid, on tlllh SI, Apply Slegg lumber 
or phone 656-1125, ■ 4
lioNET 'sT'trm bcis'im^
Ulllllies Imludixl. 656-1176, ask lor
nimlro. 4
ROOMFOR RENT (or inalure'pnrt"cm, 
656'396l, 5
rEmouARE fTet orwro” w
ottos* Irom Shop Wise SupeiloiKis, 
Call6S6 62i|i6 at^er 6 p,in, Il
PUFli'x ' 'side “jiY-"'
hnduwsmi, llteplare, musi . have 
lelerentes, No pelt. $450 per rnoiilh 
Phane65Mai6oi656'4M3i 4
$WAli OFFICE cu reloii s|>o<* on 
lUof.oii, Phone 656 6266 allei 6p,m
____;... /
TWO ROOMS lot rent, couples only 
no tlKldren or pel*, 652 2334 , 4
$ANDOWN MOTH NOW RINlINO 
weekly ond monllily, fumiii'ied 
deluve bothelof uporlmenli wHh 
kltcheriellei, Beuulilul Oreplwood 
Bay, molrt service, coble IV. 65 9 
■ ,’t'l
IIDNIV, New Isvlldlng, 2 bdrmi, 
CiBS $395; one bedroom cvnd den. 
M80$3;0i one hdiin, ilen ond loll 
corner, $415, Rent Include*cobleontl 
wider'. PotklHg, walMo-wnll, drupe* 
lecutily enironce, elevoWf, near 
bus. ; Mulure mki|l souplt , svllli 
leeciOoitrnrcersleH, 666-511560, KO-d 
$MAli' 'lACHIlOR 'ieTdoi'‘i'ul'rer'coil 
6t6 6266 niter 6p,m; I)
VMli/lto'u$ill'OR’'"irAlT .. $IONtY| 
ARIA. 10,0(10 »q, II. $2.50 pet iqucite 
lout lllple net 656 7201 (6|
' i;
•9" «B»e
URGENT - HOMEMAKERS NEEDED.
Mature persons with own tron- 
sporlQllon and good housokooplng 
skills noedod lo oct os members ol 
Ibo tioollli Core Team serving 
Snonlfh PonUrsuIn Pleq.e mil 656 
0134. . 54
lADIEI AND OENUEMEN, port anu 
loll lime help nriodud In SIdnoy and 
nruniwood Area, forrr above 
ayeiogo wagi'S, Phunu 478 95<.6 24.
' '■ ....
WA'tiTiD"'cA$UAriABY$lTfER'"’ior 
Kindorgnilim child In vrniking 
dislaiito ol Sidney sihool ot my 
home. I’luxin 666.5167.
(ilNtH Al"'''’hOU$EKEIFiN0and 
Ironing, Nonil* own liainpotloiion lo 
Ardmuto area. Relerenret please 
592 2245; ’ ^ f
MOo¥E''*TN0'FRlE$ENT"7hiiMB7nd 
occouiilonls In Sidney, requite 
mnlure person with loperlotue lo 
provide bookkeeping nnd poyioll 
lervicet lo cliieils, Prevlnoi pubiK 
|,prat,life employmenl| Is ileslinble 
Reply In willing la llok 20(16,liSUIney
tWTady" MiNfo
HOSPITAL seeks niipllrallons lor Ihe 
new posilinn ol ntule tote bend 
nurse. Salary, etc, In orcoitlnnce wilh 
RiN.A.rt.C, conlracl, Apply giving lull 
dulnlls ol past bciilc iMlurallun and 
supoivlsnry ovperlenro lo: Olreclor 
o( Nursing, Bov 307, Ganges, B.C,
V05 1tO._ , _ ^ ___J
^rinFTED'oENTTl'ritritl'n^rmqiiiied 
In WIIHomi lake, Phone collect 398 
(Hi33 (days) nnd 392.2615 (oveningt),
TIa'noyMAN lvANTit>"lo'o*SB^^^^^^  ̂
lluusehonlt in local area, Your own 
business. Full or pml lime. Minimum 
invesimeni I $2,W)0,00 slock arid 
Innsn Coll 5’(6.9569 or wide; Poor- 
Will Bools, 19025 rimer Highway, 
Sorrev: n,C:V35 '.Ml ' 4
BUS. OPPORTUNITIES;
CHAINSAW DEALERS, now or 
established service ond sell 7 modwl 
professional qualify lino 40 c.c. Ic 120 




BOA T PEOPL E
Require (ioiiatioihs of living 






“Running for mayor 
isn’t a popularity contest,” 
said Aid. Dave Hill 
Monday night at Central 
Saanich council’s meeting 
in response to a question 
from local resident Les 
Taylor.
Taylor was asking why 
aldermen have to resign 
from council to run for 
mayor. He said one of them 
has to lose and that is a loss 
to tax-payers since both are 
well-liked aldermen. Hill 
and Aid. Frank Waring 
have notified council 
members of their intention 
to seek the mayoralty 
position and give their 
official resignations as 
aldermen Monday.
Hill explained that 
aldermen should have to 
resign to run for mayor so 
they can take a stand bn the 
issues. “I think it is a good 
position.”
Waring concurred, 
adding that the principal 
had been argued at great 
length during the Union of 
British Colu mbia 
Municipalities meetings and 
this was the best solution.
New owners
Continued from Page I
dumped onto the nearby disposal field.
Aid. Jay Rangel asked if the marina 
could not provide holding tanks for the 
effluent instead of dumping it on a 
disposal field, but Romain said it would 
be difficult to get rid of the effluent in 
the tanks without a municipal sewer in 
which to pump it.
Aid. Jim Cumming pointed out that 
60 or 70 boats planned for the marina 
will be using the disposal field which is 
now being used by a single family 
dwelling.
Romain said those in need of a 
washroom use the house already. The
effluent would be 90 per cent treated 
before being dumped on the land, he 
explained;
Aid. Edgar Farthing noted that the 
water lease is already in excess of the 
municipal bylaw and that any e.xtension 
would be “even a greater in­
fringement”.
Romain also made clear after a 
question from Cumming, that the 
marina has no intention of blocking.off 
access to the public wharf, and he 
offered to co-ordinate the marina’s plan 
with any council has for the area.
The matter was eventually referred to 
committee for study.
HUAAMEL FjCURBS and plains, Roycil 
pnllorL^Flquroa nnd foby Jugs also,' 
.Mllltailo Swords, Bayotmts Bridgos { 






Owner Wilt, Dorman gives: 
personal / altenlion to alL 
orders. 'Phone 656-4754
BEAUTIFUl; GREENHOUSES that will,
bckle OHyonGs liwVvr You grow
oil your ‘^egelah^&bU'yeor^'round
and save inoriyyfA6’x7.' S475; 8'x9' 
$616. Other'sizes' available. Pre-fob 
components/ assembles in 30 
minutes. /:*NUFAB, 530-6201;. 22470’' 
Fraspr Highwoy, Langley; B.C. V3A 
4P6.'' '■'■4'' ,
EQUIPMENT FOR sals;
'f2 LEFT. BRAND NEW Mota!’ 
nr.TwslaiVds. never used, sot up (or 15c 
but ,can bo changed. Ideal for 
cdinmunily newspapers. We have 12“ 
ol these nowstands lor sale at $100. 
jeoch. V.^ri1o limes Printing and 
Publishing. i4?2 Poinbroke Avo;, 
Ni.Mth Vancouver V7P 2SI or phono: 
9110 7531 dny^., 92?-7,761 ovoninqs 13-,j 
•t ^ ■'''
MUSICAL instruments
USED ORGANS PRICED TO CLEAR
Hammond L-lOO $1495. Eloctrohomo 
earlier $895, Ihomas Monlicello 
$42-50, All oro in oxcollont shopo and 
carry o wartanly. Don't forget orqnn 
lessons here too. /
I nun Copoland Muilc Centre 
7174 A.W, SnnnIchRd. 
Brtntwoocl Boy 
6S2-4A13
Stelly’s junior high girls, 
basketball squad put on one 
of its better showings over 
the weekend, capturing 
sixth place in the Victoria 
City Police invitational 
basketball tournament.
Best of all, the team was 
also selected the most 
sportsmanlike club in the 
competition, and standout 
Heather Gill was named to 
the first all-star team.
Stelly’s opened the 
tourney with a lopsided win 
over Lambrick, but 
, followed it up with a close 
loss to Lansdowne — the 
eventual champion.
The local girls then
said the girls had a good 
chance to take the con­
solation Final, but ran into 
foul trouble late in the 
game.",
“We were leading by 10 
points at one point,” she
chalked up two straight said, but then three of the •
victories over Belmont and 
Oak Bay before dropping 
the consolation final to 
Arbutus 61-57.
Coach Marilyn Loveless
Five starters fouled out.
Stelly’s goes up against 
Parkland today (Wed­
nesday) beginning at 3:30; 
;'P-m.;
On Vancouver 
Island there is a 






: I' Ct; Box 2008 , 
Siilin’v. B.C’. V.sL iCI
Widows’ Inf,orfnatibri 
centre. Room 304, 620 View 
St.; which ;is_-staffed " b^^ 
:; yoliihteers who; help widows
No matter what the weather...
There’s always in Sidney.
Sunshine Secretarial Service
656-5641 2452 Beacon Ave.
; The fourth support group ; ; iives as’ single 'people^ as 
for widows called Challenge; well; as ; the comriiunity 
of Widovvhood wilL begin ' resources which ccjuld help 
Feb. 5; at the; Y them.
,ChaRel,,.;.,5;3()r7:30,: p.m^ ; The group is sponsored ; find /solutions ; t(i 
;miere will be seven,sessions', by the Widows’ problems; ; ; -
The group will discuss the Association, founded in All widows are welcome 
various ■ problems ; widows ‘1976 to help all widows in , lo join thC'association and 
•riust solve, such as the Lower Vancouver to seek assistance from the 
financial planning, legal Island area to meet and Widows’s Informatiori 
problems, emotional overcome the many dif- Centre by phoning 388- 
problems, changed family ficulties which widows must
undergo.
In addition to holding 
meetings every other 
Sunday, the association 
also has an office, the
relationships and their new
6101. " 
There are some 1,000 new 
widows annually in the 
Greater Victoria area, and 
at present over 12,000 
widows,
WATCH FOUND Jou, I2ih McOoitoltl 
iwk it^d'riionr, 6561382, 4 
STRAYED TO RESTHAVEN SIORE, 6 II 
luOMlIi* wl\ilo S gioy col mulu v»ill, 
hintk (Intt colloi, f’lHino 6(i6;.t429 , 4
LEOAL
lAW CtNIRl -. irUAl Alt) CIINIC,
MO|U|oyc, 1145 lo . 4:110 , ri,n, 
A|ipoiolio(i(,n only, I’liomi056 1747, 
30-11
COMING EVENTQ
8 DAY PIAN ro Stop SMOKING 7
p m, - rnb, 4 lo tl VoiKouvoi Hloml 
Juiilm, Af.oilumy 10,353 Bowoibiink, 
SUlnny, O C, 4
Mt'oiTATibN'coiiirrfuESRA^^
'T-llb 7:30 p,m, SIfInoy tlomonimy 
5i,hool, I'oikiblo Unit pioKmiud liy 
VlUi'ilio III, Cblmnoy Ciuilio 592 6942 
592-6211, ri(ii>, ^ 4
McMoioii* UMOHiilo loom. 51 111 
CokIovo Boy 4d, rniloy .lm\ 25-110 
iltmdog 91, t)f(ui!i luloniuil, Ikkal* 
$4 mii:ll flMmivi) now I f.ickul* 






MOST PMAIFE ol omiloitiiig oiul 
(qmliiuipiMg ■ olio qm'ilon (knjgn. 
CoH ChmliH Vaiiliin, 656,1595 olloi 5 
(•■"6 , Hi |I.
OAIDIN EtRVieEi:, Pruning. 
Von ki.botkmoon. 6.56 1990.
Bfuno
IW-ll
Kill ABU lADY with** bourn woiK by
d.lj, u! 5iJti«y. 4*5 (((I;,
- HAN0VMr(r'$MAir"'mi7AN^^^
lonky hrokon iont •tc
No |oh loo rmoll, toil piliioi, Onoigo 
MiCcmn*ll 9812 Ronhocim bii»i 
miM, 7
rUUBLOOO SKViMiNIAl BULLS 9 lu 
,14 m(,mlliii olil, *an« ol ipp vriiiii, 
( uuliiu t.oH l'iiinii*oM, f I turn 
Viilloy Slmmnoifil Rmitb, :43()'72 
Kuilli Vyilniii 16(11(1, 5((((li4i (iC, VOX 
tVO.riiouB 1123 4575, !
AUTOS D BOATS 
ron SALE
C LICENSE rilH BOAT 28 . glo** 
Pninqif 351 O M t7l»i«l f idl 
bydfouliiK,’ Rivicii, *((i(ml, VMI’ »» 
3((,l fci’id, i.v((((ii(g(. (‘((lly,
SEXY Vi*, n CAPRI 4 tfd. <((i((fiH; 












HILISIDE HOUSE SCHOOl OF 
HAIRDRES5IN0 opno* Ini buvinoe* 
Jon. 28 9 n,i((, 4:30 p.m, Woltomo
(ill ii(l((irt'iU'(l I'liiKdolo loi immplolii 
l((iii(li(i»(.ii((j (ddvIiuL, loloimutlon 
liii sluiiimO ovulliiblo 1537 Hlllidilii 
(Oppo«,(l(!Miiil),598,;l.l33, 4
mvT
THORNUY: -On Jiaminiy HI, 1980, 
Emdin ' hnlr(V((H wild of rinnS A, 
Iboinliiy id 11(125 ta*! Snonlcb Rood, - 
SooiHibHin, ngoH 93 ytinn, . 
l’ioi|in(iiii,i(i|'l>y lioi "(luugbliii Mu.
H I, (rioio) tilwtiiil* In 1971, Suiviviid 
by lliMKt (liiiighintii Mi*, tloy'd t, 
(Mniy) Albiiii, I'nillond. Oii>,, Mi*; 
V(.W. (WimiiKl Gfiidniii, Sllliiuy nnd 
M(», 5, (TinllyjWnHon, VHIoilo, Nino 
flimiik liililiid) ((((il lilmrinn giiiiil 
yiondtbildKin:
I'llvnlii tnmlly t.(«mtilion wo* IipIiI, 
Adiiinpimonl* ilmiugb llio Monmilcd 
5ni|ii|y ni (l.C, nod tlRSI MfMORIAt 
MHVK.tS
INVITATION TO TENDER
(SHAl.LD TENDERS for Ihe projects or .scrvicos 
lisictl helow, addressed lo the Head, Tenders and 
Contracts, Pacific Region, Department of Public 
Works, Canada, 1110 West Georgia Street, Vun- 
coviver, B.C. V6E 3W5 will be received until the 
specified closing liinc and date. Tender documents 
caiv be obtained through the above noted Depart* 
lucni of public Works, Vancouver office and the 
Posimasler, SaaniclUon, B,C,
Services
Interior Cleaning & Grounds Mnintcnnncc - Post 
Office, SaaniclUon, n,C,
Closing Date; 11:00 AM PST. FclmiaryS, 1980. 
Tlte lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted
A one-session public .service course on the New 
Family Relations Act will be held at 7:30 p.m. Jan. 29 at 
Parkland school.
The course is sponsored by tlte continuing education 
dcpiartmeni of Saanich school board in co-operation 
with the Victoria branch of the Law Society of Briti.sh 
Columbia.
Speaker is Nicholas W, Lott, L.L.B. Discussion will 
include definition and division of family assets, 
mninicmmcc and support obligations, guardianship, 
etc,;
Those intere,Sled In attending the free public service 
lecture can register by icleplioning the school board 
of lice at 656-1 111,
Crossword Courtesy Of
THE BOOKWORM




TOWN OF SIDNEY .
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
I he C'otmcils of the 'Town of Sidney and (he Disirici of North Saanich invite 
Hl'l'liv»iiiuii,s fluin pci.soii.s nilliiig lu ,stive ibe euminuniiics on a voluntary ba.si.5 
as (I member-at-1iirge (one vacancy only) on the Peninsula Recreation Com- 
inls-slon, for 1980, Applicants should submit their names and brief resumes to 
fliclr nespectivc municipalities by February Isi, 1980.
I iirilier information may be obtnintld by conincling:-
Disiijcl of North Saanich TownofSIdncy
167(1 Milk Road ?,441) Sidney Avenue
P.O Box 2027 Sidney, B.C.
Sidney. B.C. ' V8L1Y7
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Ail types of brick ar^d block work, 
new fireplaces or repolr your old 










•22 years plumbing 
experience in B.C. 














ResidentoU, Commercial and 
Golf Course Construction.





Fence Posts, Digging, 50 
















WHY NOT TRY THE AFFORDABLE | 
BEST?
ACCOUNTaXNT-






•Small Business Accounts 14.H
Complete Home 
Construction 
Hour or by Contract. 




Stucco - Drywall 






PATCHING SPECIALISTS ■ PRICE 












Renovations - Concrete 

















Now specializing in j
j finishing carpentry, •
cabinets anti buill-ins,
' rumpus rooms, repairs, I 
I additions ■— im job too | 
•• I small. I
I Remivnle and Save i 
I FREE ESTIMATES 5 














One call does 







“Big or small 
we will do them all”




CONTRA CTING L TD.
Specializing In





























10410 ALL BAY RD,
; SIDNEY ' : / ; 
Phone 656-1580










Emergency Service i 
Available After 
RegularHours 






































Carpet & Upholstery Cleoning
Through Steam Extraction 










Sidney, B.C. f 
656-4281 6
APEX STEEL LTD.
COMPLETE BOILER REPAIRS 
FABRICATING & WELDING 
GOVERNMENT APPROVED 






To Leather & Suede 
Garments expertly done 




Marina. Autofi Safety Gloss 
. Window Gloss r Mirrors .
. . Windshields Instolled ,





Still more on Christmas gift house-plants. Today a 
little bit on the .lerusalem cherry, the ornamental 
peppers, and the Christmas cactus. Both the Jerusalem 
cherry, and .the ornamental peppfer plants like a cool 
room, which"we all know is not easy to manage. You 
will almost certainly have to water each of them daily, 
making sure tl^at no water, remains in the drainage 
saucer longer than half an hour. Misting them daily also 
seems to help.
Once the fruit on either plant has dried, you may pick 
it, and dry on a window sill. If you plant the seed this 
month, or no later than the end of February, you should 
have some plants of your own to give as gifts next 
Christmas.
Ornamental pepper seed sprouts very readily if you 
put some on wet paper-toweUing, cover with more wet 
towelling, seal in a plastic bag, and put in a warm place.
We have some “on the go” right now.
We put the sealed bag on top of the hot water heater, 
which is beautifully warm, and the seed germinated in 
four days. The white sprout that first appears is the 
root, so put that “down” when you put it in the soil.
In May, plants should go outside, sunk in the ground 
in their pots in a semi-shaded spot until fall. This not 
only promotes strong plants, but allows the bees to 
pollinate your plants; so that when you bring them back 
in during September, the fruit will already be “set’’.
When all the peppers on your plant have dried, you 
may keep the adult plant if you wish, although I am 
assured that- starting new plants is much more 
satisfactory. ."
We are“ babysitting” two Christmas cactus plants 
for a iamily temporarily living in Vancouver. These 
cactus spent the summer outside in a shady spot. I 
brought. them into a cool greenhouse in September, 
where they received a minimum of watering, and I think 
I fertilized them once between thein and November when 
1 brought one of the plants into the house. ^
Once inside on a sunny windowsill, it received a lot 
more attention, morcvwater, and a fertilizing every tvyp
weeks with a half-strength solution of “Miri^le Gro. ” ,
It responded, and gave: us two weeks of spectacular 
bloorn over the Christmas season. ;It has mow dropped 
its last flower, and for the next six to eight weeks will be 
kept nearly dry, giving it a chance to “rest.”
When new growth appears it will be time to re-pot this
plant, although if -you received a yoiih^ Christmas H
v;,,-
BLUE ARMY






2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.
Mon.‘Fri. 7*5 p.m. 
Sot, 7*3 p.m.
Marine
ROY’S ALLBAY MARINESEUVICES LTD. 
10134 McDnnuld Park Rd.
6.56-7023
|©EaaiE!IBi mS&Surt
FACTORY AUTHORIZED REPAIR .SHOP 
O.M.C. STERN DRIVE - JOHNSON AND 















Govornment cortifiod lochniclan 
with 35 years oxporlonco In 























24,12 Ik'iu'oii, .Slrlnty 
656-7141
Sidney Welding 
and la brica I ing
9810 Fourth Slr»«t 
ocroii Irom lha plana 
Trollor hllthiit.. otnattianlol 
rullino, tuHom lobrlcollon 
repolr., mochliio work, portohln 
welding, ilool ondoluininum.
I'hopeMik.. 656-2321 (3)
^OFEBSIONAL ■ ' ’
liPSligraiNil









9812 ■ 4lh St,, Sidney
iiliiiii
■■‘•Fifl ■•-’'.I'-I".'Y" '' )i‘.
A & B BOAT TOPS
Cumplaia Boat Uptiolilarp 
Canvo, Oisnl Topi 
CnmparCuihlopi 
Raproiri















•CA T WORK 
•TRUCKING
“No jol) loo large 
or loo Hill ull"
Catalogue Sales











Duct work, Chimneys, 
Boiler,s, Oil Stoves, 






(lood relinhic work 
I’leasecall after 4 p.m.
656-6859 m









Serving Sidney, Central 










Oanlar jrrr J(ku»iI Pump*, 












PI A NO TUNER ,fe RE PA IRS 
- H. WIIJ,.IAMS - 
Ph, 652-5731
•PIANO TUNING
• UF>STRING ~ FELTING
• ON .SIGHT A SPECIALTY 
•ADJUST&VOICE IIAMMEBS
ACTION A SOI IND SFR Virn TO 
PUBLIC-" TEACHERS,
SCI 1001. or MUSIC, CLUBS & CHURCI lES 
69541 WALLACE DK., BBENTWOOD BA%









Aim Hpuiinfl. Willrlallvar rwif to 
Ihrct yerrit of lOtHt nr onxiat,
6S6-567I
On V,»nc<uivt'r 
Island Ilien* it. a 
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ALICE'S
DRESSMAKING












cactus, it probably won’t need re-potting for at least two 
more years.
You will know when to replant...the leaves get 
smaller, their colour fades to a sickly, pale yellowish- 
green, and there are far too few blooms. At this point, 
your cactus has used us most of the nutrients in the soil.
If you ; feel this has happened, wait until some, new ; 
growth shows, then re-pot, using a container about one 
inch greater in diameter, and use the following soil 
mixture:'',
One third good loam, one third leafmold, one third 
sharp sand. To this mix, add one tablespoon of 
bonemeal, and two tablespoons of wood ash, and mix 
'•thoroughly.'"
If vve are still “babysitting” these plants in the spring,
I am ping to take a couple of stem cuttings, and plant 
them in damp sand, and try my hand at propagating.
Christmas cactus certainly seems to be among the 
easiest house-plants toVcarc for, appearing to be 
completely free of any in.sects, or dise;ase...a postiye joy 
to have about the place!
:tax
From The Inslitiilc 
of Chartered AccounlaiitN
of BrltRli Columbia
One of the things the Income Tax doesn't define is the 
word “income”. Everyone filing a tax return is 
presumed to know just what income is and how much of 
it they made during tlic year. All income must be 
reported, alihough some types of inconic arc not taxed.
Generally, “income” means salary or wages from 
cmploymcni; pension and annuity income; old age f 
security pension pnymcnis; uncmployincnt insurance 
benefits; income from business; property rental income; 
family allowance payments nnd alimony. ; \
; Bonuses, commissions and Bps, such ns those 
received by cab drivers, waitresses nnd hairdressers, arc 
also considered income and must bo reported. Interest 
income from all sources such as Canada Savings Bonds, 
dividends, capital gains and so on must be shown on 
your tax return, Interest and dividend income as well ns 
capital gains arc subject to special tax 
Even Ihougli the word “income” isn’t defined, the 
Income Tax Act leaves nothing to chance, Brocccds 
from crime such ns' bunk robbery, burglary or em­
bezzlement are also con-sidcred to be income. Althougii 
few crooks file honest tax returns, they are breaking the 
law by not reporting income for crime, for what it Is 
worth. '■ ' , •
Just about everything you receive during the year 
could be classified ns "income”.
There are several types of Income not taxed, These 
include Workers' Compensation payments; war 
disability pensions; blind person’s nllowuncc; 
giianintecd income supplement; spouse's allowance; 
mother's allowances and loiicry winnings, Occasional 
gambling winnings need not be shown ns income cither, 
unlc:.s u per.son gambles so frequently that he or she may 
be considered a professional gambler, Iii Bint case, the 
person would be considered to be in the business of 
gumbltng, and wiimmgs would be taxable.
Everyone who received taxable income in 1979, from 
whatever source, must file a tax return. The only ex­
ception is for persons whose liict'triic was so low that no 
lax is payable. That individual need not file a tax return, 
However, if you own a business, you must file a return 
every year regardless of how much or how llttlo you 
make. •;'■ ;•■ ;vl,'
11 you arc not sure what to include in your own in­
come, or which income may be exempt from tB.x, ask at 
your local district taxation office, or see a chartered 
accoumant,
M
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Members of Central 
Saanich council approve of 
the idea of using Centennial 
park as a home team area 
for local soccer clubs but 
they voiced concern
Monday about saving as 
many trees as possible at the 
site.
Council unanimously 
endorsed the proposal, 
adding that the treed end of 
the park is in a wild natural 
state and should remain so.
Bombs
are bigger





2498 BEACON AVENUE 
Sidney_________ 656-3515
I
If you didn’t get 
your complimentary 
hanging wall calendar 
with last week’s 
Review, or if you 
would like another 





Air raid shelters aren’t the most glamorous things in 
the world but they give you a good edge in a nuclear 
attack and more and more people are interested in 
building them.
People who have had the defunct structure in their 
■basements since the cold war years are clearing out the 
Tacks of wine bottles or camera dark room equipment 
and moving in mattresses, water tanks and canned 
salmon.
R.D. Cooper, regional director for B.C. of 
emergency planning of Canada, said in a recent in­
terview there has been a rush on pamphlets, survival 
manuals and blueprints for basement shelters.
The reason? The Iranian crisis coupled with Russia’s 
invasion into Afganistan.
Printed material which is sent out to residents dates 
back to 1960 with a foreward written by John Defen- 
baker, but the spokesman stressed that little has 
changed in those years except that the bombs are larger.
The other change in the last 20 years, especially for 
the residents of Vancouver Island, is the recent con­
struction at Bangor, Washington of a gigantic nuclear 
submarine base.
The greatest danger from a nuclear explosion, apart 
from immediate heat (which burns skin up to 20 mites 
away) and blast (which causes serious physical injury up 
to 15 miles) is radiation.
When a nuclear device explodes, according to one 
manual, the fireball touches the ground and earth and 
other pulverized material is drawn up and into a cloud 
which then becomes radioactive.
The dust is carried by the wind and can be deposited 
over an area of 7,000 square miles after a five-megaton 
explosion, for example. (Bombs are much bigger than 
that now).
Local residents live about 100 miles from the 
American nuclear naval depot in Puget Sound but some 
experts argue that proximity to the base is less important 
than it may seem, since in the event of a nuclear attack 
all Trident submarines would be at sea. ,
Radioactive fallout (the dust which settles after an 
explosion) weakens rapidly in the first hours after an 
explosion. After seven hours, fallout has lost 90 per cent 
of its strength; after two days it has lost 99 per cent, and 
in two weeks it has lost 99.9 per cent.
Nevertheless, if the radiation at the beginning were 
high enough, the remaining 0.1 per cent could be 
dangerous, according to the manual.
Protection from radiation varies with the material 
used but here are some examples: these thicknesses of 
material will stop 99 per cent — 16 inches of solid brick, 
two feet of packed earth, five inches of steel, three
inches of lead or three feet of water. ; V
A;concrete,T windowless structure is the best shelter 
and since most hbnies provide some sort of protection in 
■ their basement, or crawl space, air raid shelters can be 
created without a lot of expense. V
A concrete-shelter in: the Nanaimo area, built many 
: : years ;;:ago for officials, ^experts and
'A
' .ii
Smding delegates seated at luncheon during recent 55th annual 
convention of B.C. Hotels' Association were Mr. and Mrs. Roland 
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technical staff to be used in the event of a nuclear war; 








• Sidney council has ex­
pressed. concern about 
problems arising from ■ 
residents gathering logs for 
firewobd, on' '- the beach
along Lbehside.:
Gbitncil has authorized 
committee B. to look into 
complaints that people are 
cutting firewood on the 
beach early in the morning, 
making it noisy for nearby 
residents,
Aid. Howard Norquay, 
who brought the complaints 
lo council’s attention, 
added that people winching 
logs up the hank may be 
eroding il. •
He also pointed out that 
trucks were creating ruts in 
the bank when they backed 
in to pick up the firewood.
Mayor Norma Sealey 
.said she sympathized with 
the noise problem, but said 
the damage to the bank 
especially concerned her. 
“It also takes a severe 
pounding from logs and 
extremely high tides.”
7154 W. SAANICH RD:
BRENTWOOD BAY
We Reserve (he Right to Limit Quantities While Stock Lasts.j









Country style Rib End
SPARERIBS
Fresh Loin End
PORK LOm ROAST lb
$|69 STANDING





















$129Aylrnei? 32 oz. btl.
DRAW
will be drawn 12:00 noon, JAN. 30,1980
■ : -AT THE




Pro-school Storyiime, a 
programme of stories, 
games, songs and crafts 
designed for young children 
lunween the ages of three 
and five Will be offered by 
the Sidney and Brentwood 
lihtniies starting in 
1‘ebnuiry,
Parents interested in 
having their ehildren 
paiiieipate in tlte 
luogramnies ate advised to 
pre-register them now by 
phoning: Sidney library at 























5un Squeeze Hfti 
12Vz oz. tin Uy
1 lb. Pkg.
$ 169 steak Kidney
Schneider’s 
14 oz. Pkg.
You'll find .1 









OR ANY KIWANIS MEMBER
Henley <8 Robertson 
Sea Chest Sailing Shop 
Harvey's Sporting Goods 
Sidney Toyland 
Sidney Hardware 
Flint Motors •or more tn!‘nrm.ttion|i |!’
i (Ui
(Lie. No. 30258)
Vii.lDfti'ji ■ ■ ■'4?9l3l305
Broccoli Spears




PROCEEDS TO KIWANIS CHARITIES
No. 1 Fresh
TOMATOES











No, 1 Medium 'mm.
COOKING ONIONS jb.l0*
Florida Pink, White
GRAPEFRUIT 48’s
f I,.
